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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tiOD 
-
--
Length ______ l rneter ____ ______________ m foot (or mile) _________ ft (or roi) Time ________ t second _________________ s second (or hour) _______ sec (or hr) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound ___ ~- Ib 
-- ---
PoweL ______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower ___________ hp 
Speed _______ V {kilometers per hour ______ kph miles per hour ________ mph meters per second _______ mps feet per second ________ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft/sec2 
W Mass=-g 
Moment of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
• Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass por unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-~-s2 at 15° C 
and 760 mrn; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
b! 
Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressl,lre, ~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL= q~ 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= q~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient OD.= DS·I 
, q 
Pa.rasite drag, absolute coefficient ODlI=~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 00 = q~ 
o 
n 
R 
ex 
'Y 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, ~ where l is a linear dimen-
J.I. 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 mph, 
standard pressure at 15° C, Lhe corresponding 
Reynolds number is 935,400; or for an airfoil 
of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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RELATION BETWEEN SPARK-IGNITION ENGINE KNOCK, DETONATION WAVES, AND 
AUTO IGNITION AS SHOWN BY HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY 
By CEARCY D . MILLER 
SUMMARY 
A CTitical review oj literature bearing on the autoignition and 
detonation-wave theories oj spark-ignition engine knock and on 
the nature oj ga vibrations associated with combustion and knock 
results in the conclu ion that neither the autoignition theory nOr 
the detonation-wave theory i s an adequate explanation oj spark-
ignition engine knock . A knock the07'y is proposed, combining 
the autoignition and detonation-wave theories, which introduces 
the idea that the detonation wave develop in auto ignited or after-
burning gase and ascribes comparatively low-pitched heavy 
knocks to autoignition but high-pitched pinging knocks to 
detonation wave with the possibility oj combinations oj the two 
types oj knock. 
A nalysis oj five shots oj knocking combustion, taken with the 
. A CA high-speed motion-picture camera at the rate oj 40,000 
photographs per econd reveals propagation peed ranging jrom 
3250 to more than 5500 j eet pel' econd. The range oj propaga-
tion speeds jrom 3250 to more than 5500 j eet per second i held 
to be consistent with the propo ed combined theory but not with 
either the simple autoignition theory or the simple cletonation-
wave theory. 
J TROD UCTJO 
Knock i one of the mo t seriou limitations on the 
performance of the current reciprocating aircraft engin . 
Even in case where it i not the primary limitation on per-
formance, knock impo es the most severe requirements upon 
the aircraft-engine fuel and limits Lhe quantity of fuel avail-
able for u e in higb-performance aircraft engines. Knock 
ha been plaguing the de igner and users of park-ignition 
engines in general at lea t since 1 80 at which time Clerk 
suppressed extremely violent knock by u e of water (refer-
ence 1). Knock has been the subject of intensive research 
by groups in various countri s for about 25 years. 
The pa t researche on knock have uncovered an immense 
amounL of information, not only concerning the ba ic nature 
of knock but also concerning tbe que tion of what to do 
about it. The information available on the basic nature of 
knock has led most writer , at leas t in the United tates, to 
accept the autoignition theory in preference to all other. 
(Though many wTiters refer to knock as "detonation," they 
do not mean to imply that they believe knock is caused by 
a detonation wave.) Only a few dissenters (references 2 to 
9) have questioned the adequacy of the autoignition theory. 
The available information on what hould be done about 
knock i out ide the scope of thi paper and is so well known 
as to Deed no review here. The available information is 
undoubtecUy aCCUl'ate as far a it goes and is a exten ive 
tha t many practical worker with engine and fnels even 
discount the need for definite knowledge as to what knock i . 
Probably tbe most important rea on for an exact determi-
nation of knock is as ociated with the fact that little i 
definitely known even about tbe harmfulnes of knock. As 
will be shown in this paper, there are probably more than one 
and perhaps even more than two phenomena that are 
regarded as knock >"h eD they occur in the combu ~ion 
chamber. In view of the possibility that the e phenomena 
may not all be harmful, it seem urgently de irable to learn 
which are harmful and how to di tinguish between one of 
the phenomena and another. A was pointed out by 
Boerlage in 1936 (reference 6), the noi () of knock cannot be 
regard ed too seriously until th e harm done ha be n demon-
strated La be proportional to the noise. In order to di tin-
guish between tbe forms of knock and to know which are 
harmful and which not, the logical first step appears to be 
that of learning what the phenomena are and under wbat 
condition tbe various phenomena occur. 
Other rea ons for eeking tbe true explanation of ImocIc 
are the possible saving of much labor involved in developing 
and testing ideas ba ed aD a pas ibly fal e conception of the 
nature of lmock, Lhe acqui ition of additional fundamental 
lmowledge concerning chemical laws that might prove u eful 
in other field , and the pas ibility, however remo te, that 
ome Dew and simpler solution La the knock problem might 
be sugge ted. 
Text to autoignition, the detonation-wave theory probably 
i generally regarded as the most plausible of th e many 
theories that have been advanced to explain knock. Though 
the author and coworkers que tioned the adequacy of the 
au toignition theory in references 7 to 9, no support for the 
detonation-wave theory is offered in those papers. Later 
development have led the author to believe, however, Lbat a 
detonation wave, or ome phenomenon very much like a 
detonation wave, actually is involved in the type of knock 
most frequeD tly encountered in the modern aircraft engine. 
Autoignition al a appears to be often involved in knock. 
This paper presents a combined autoignition and detonation-
wave theory ba ed on a tudy of CA high-speed photo-
graph and of the available literature concerning knock, 
which was developed at the ACA Cleveland laboratory 
during 1944. 
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The au toignition and detonaLion-wave theOl'ie of knock 
are actually in agreemenL in many re pect . ccordino- to 
either theory, knock occur only afler the flame ha traveled 
from the park plug througb most of the fuel-air mixture at 
a speed ranging from below 50 feet per econd to everal 
hundred feet per second , depending on engine speed, fuel-air 
raLio, and a number of other variable. This peed of 50 to 
everal hunch ed feet per econd i a low peed with regard 
Lo th e tendency to produce hock; il is the normal rate of 
burning in nonknocking operation. Again according to 
either t heory, the hock known a knock i produced by the 
udden inflammaLion of the end ga , the gas that ha not 
yeL been ignited iLt the ime knock OCClLr by the normal 
lravel of the flam e from the park plug. 
If Lhe end ga is considered as being divided inLo a very 
large number of extremely, mall cells or incremenL , it i 
clear that no greaL shock will re ult from the burning of the 
individual incremenLs aL widely differen t time, however 
fa t Lhe burning of each increment may be, and it i al 0 
clear that shock will not 1"e ult from the imultaneou bumino-
of all the increment unles ea h increment goes through th e 
bmning process within an extremely ma.ll time interval. 
hock 'will result , according Lo either theory, only if each 
increment bum within a very mall time interval and all 
incremenL burn at the same time within a very malllimil. 
If these two co:gditions are satisfied , then the en l ga doe 
not have time to expand du ring Lhe bu,'ning of Lhe increment 
and a high pres ure is prod uced in the end ga relaLi ve to Lb e 
gas in the other part of the chamber. The ubsequent 
expan ion of the end ga eL up a violent vibration or y tern 
of tanding wave throughout the entire conlenl of lhe 
combus tion chamber. uch a ys lem of tandino- wave 
wa hown to be the cau e of audible knock, at lea Lunder 
cerLain condition, by the 1'e earch reported by inve Ligalor 
at i\I.I.T. and at General MoLors between ] 934 and 1939 
(references 10 Lo ] 2). . 10w-moLion picture of Lhese vibra-
tions taken at 40,000 pllOtographs, or frames, pel' econd were 
pre en( ecl in 1940 (reference 13). 
The only poin t of difrerence between Lhe auLoigniLion and 
delonation theories is in Lhe mean of synchroniziuo- the 
igniLion of Lhe encl-ga increment , that i , the mechani m 
that causes all end-gas incremen Ls Lo burn at Lhe ame time 
within a small enough limi t Lo cause shock. 
Th e argument pre en t ing the syncJ:u'onizing mechanism 
of Lhe autoignition theory i as follow : Each nd-ga 
increment will burn explo ively when it attains orne cerLain 
combinaLion of temperature and den ity (or the equivalent 
of orne parLicular LempraLure-den ity history, a uggesLed 
in refercnce 14). All end-gas increment are ad iabatically 
compre sed at the same t ime and at, the same rate by the 
expnnsion of the burning ga behind the flame fron t. All 
increments of end ga hould therefore reach the critical 
combiniLlion of temperature and den ity a t which they will 
explod e aL the same time. 
In an analysis of th ynchronizing mechani m of lhe 
auLoignilion theory, the compre ion of the end ga by lhe 
bUl'lling ga es hould be co nsid ered Lo be accomplished hy 
an infi.ni te cries of ound waves. A given condition of 
Lemperat1lt'c and densily should lb rdore be expecLe l to 
travel through the end ga from the burning zone at the 
peed of ound. The combination of temperature and 
density in any end-o-a incremen may be expre eel as orne 
function F, 0 defined that each encl -ga increment will 
explode when F= FcT±o, thc term 0 ]'ep1'e enting an clement 
of unccrtainty due to random variation in Lh e behavior of 
the end-ga in crClTH'uLs or to ran 10m inhomogeneitie . The 
value of F in each end-gas increment will increa e by an 
amount equal to 20 in orne tim e interval T. Now, if T i 
not greater than t he order of th e time interval T' required 
for a ound wave to pa through the unignited end gas, 
then it hould be expected that au toign i tion would take 
place as an explo ive ["eaetion traveling through the unig-
nite 1 end ga at lea t at the peed of ound. I t would no t 
take place a a simultaneous reaction throughou t the end 
gas becaus the end-gas incrcment nearer to the normal 
burning zone would reach the cond ition F= FcT±o progre -
sively earl ier thnn the cnd-ga increment farther from the 
normal burning ZOlle. Tb e explo ive reaction would con-
titute some kind of explo ive wave, if not an actual detona-
tion wave . Thi wave might travel too lowly to produce 
shock and to be regarded a a t rue detonation wave. Ob-
viou 1y, however, the less shock the wav produced, the Ie 
the knocking so und heard outside the engine. 
If T is assumed to be much greater than the order of T' , 
then autoignition shoull be expected to develop homogene-
ously thro uo-hout the cnd zone becau e only an in i nifieant 
fraction of tbe end-ga increment ncar the normal burning 
zone would reach the condition F= FcT±o earli er than the 
enel-gas incremenL far from the normal burnino- zone; in 
general the increment far from the normal burning zon 
would reach the co ndition F= Fcr ± o during the arne period 
of time a the in crement near the normal bumino- zone. 
The pre ure builL up by the combustion of the end ga , 
however, i reli eved al 0 by an infinite cries of sO Llnd wave . 
onseq uen tly, if T is many times greater than tbe order of 
the t ime interval T" r quired for a ollnd wave to pas 
through the au toigni t i ng end ga , the pre sure in the end 
ga would be reli eved many time during the proces of a llto-
igni tion and hock would not occur . 
The magnitud e of the t ime interval T apparently mu t lie 
wi thin a mnge omewhat greater than T' but not many times 
greater than T" if knock i to be cau cd by a homog neou 
autoignition of the end gas . Above thl range of value for 
T no hock can occur; below thi rano-c of value the auto-
io-ni tion must occur a orne thing imilar to a detonation 
wave and becomin g more and more like a deLonation wave 
a the knock inLen ity increa e. (Knock of diIrerent 
inten ity can occur wi th the sam e end-zone volume accord-
ing to unpubli heel NACA pho tographic r corel .) The 
time interval T" i a variable for cliff ren t tages of the 
homogeneo ll auLo io-ni tio n proces and reaches a value 
much Ie than T' cluring the later tage of the proce . 
The range of yalue of T gr ater than T' but no L many t ime 
greate r than Til mus therefore be quite narrow. 
Autoignition, either as a detonation wave or a a homo-
geneo Lls react ion wi til T slightly greater than T', eem a very 
pIa u ible synchronizing mechanism. B efore it is accepted 
conclusively, how vcr, the available ev idence should be 
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carefully tudied as to whether it actually i a.n adequate 
synchronizing mechani m. The evidenc should also be 
mve tigated a to whether autoignition of the individual 
ga increment proceeds to compl tion within a sh'ort enough 
time interval to produce hock. A considerabl e amollnt of 
evidence exist again t autoignition as the 01 cau c of the 
tanding waves of knock on both count, a will be discu cd 
in the later par t of till paper . 
The synchronizing mechanism postulated by the detona-
t ion-'wave theory is an intense compre sive shock wave that 
travels thJ'ough the end O'a at sup er onic velocity. Each 
ga incremen t is ignited probably by the combination of the 
sudden intense compression OCCLIlTing in the hock front , the 
action of chain arriers in the hoel.;: fron t, and the radiation 
of heat from the shock front. The en tire combu tion, or 
some definite tage of the combustion, of each gas increment 
i presumed to occur in the hock front and to relea e a 
larg amount of en rgy immediately behind the shock fron t. 
The energy released by the ga in crement immediately 
behind the sho k fron t maintains the high p ressure required 
to propagate the hock fron t through the chal'g. uch a 
phenomenon, belnO' an inten e shock wave, would obviou ly 
et up vibration of the gase throughout the combustion 
chamber. 
Th e photograph of knocking combustion taken at the 
NACA laboratorie at the rate of 40,000 frames per econd 
have been difficult to interpret becau e of the fo cal-plane-
shutter effect of the camera (reference 15). An examination 
of figure 5 of reference 16 bows the po sible development 
of a detonation wave as modmed by the focal-plane-shutter 
action. In order to aid interpretation of this qualitative 
con ideration, a quantitative formula for determining propa-
gation rate from the high-speed photograph wa developed, 
the focal-plane- hutter effect beinO' taken into account. Th e 
quantitative formula could be applied to only a mall per-
centage of the photographic hots because of the absence of 
necessary reference points in most cases . In five ca es, 
however, where the formula could be applied it has given 
knock propagation peeds a great a or greater than the 
peed of sound in the burned gases. The development of 
the formu la and its application to the five ca es, all taken 
from previous NACA reports, arc presented in the econd 
part of DIS CUSSION AND A ALYSIS. 
The conclusion that knock, in at least five case, involves 
a disturbance traveling at the sperd of sound or faster led to 
a reexamination of the literature for evid ence for and 
again t both autoignition and detonation as the cause of 
knock. This examination of previous literature, including 
the previous ACA reports, led to the conclu ion that both 
autoignition and detonation waves are involved in knock. 
The mechanism responsible for the initiation of the detona-
tion wave has not been included within the scope of the 
paper. The literatur review is presented in the first par t of 
DISCUSSION A D ANALYSIS. References are made, in 
general, only to such literature a hft a dir baring on th 
arguments presented; no attempt has been made to include 
a complete bibliography covering the subj ect of knock. 
An attemp · was made, in the condu ct of the review, to 
examine all photographic evidence available. Th e reference 
included in this paper, together with their own references and 
bibliographies, should form a fairly omplete bibliography 
with the exception of possible work done during war years, 
which is not yeL available. 
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
Throughout th present paper the following terms are 
used wi th the meanings indicated: 
knock- Any type of r eaction occurring within th combu-
tion-chamber conten ts and producing objectionable noise 
outside the engine but not including tb phenomenon of 
early combustion caused by too-early park timing or by 
early ignition from a hot spot. 
explosive Imock reaction- A specifie reaction ob erv d in 
NACA photographs of knocking eombu tion, taken at 
40,000 frames per econel, usually appearing in tantaneou 
when the photographs are proj ected at the normal rate 
of 16 frame per second and coinciding chronologically 
with the onset of gas vibrations a seen in the photograph. 
(This reaction, being r egarded as one form of knock, will 
orne times b referred to simply as "knock" when the 
context makes the meaning clear.) 
flame front- The continuously changing UJ'fac that sepa-
ra te uninflamed parts of the ylinder charge from the 
burning parts of the charge that have been ignited by the 
advance of the flame from the park plug. 
autoignition- Spontaneous burning in any part of the 
cylinder charg not cau ed by a spark, by contact with a 
Hame front , or by contact with a hot pot, and including 
not only the initiation of burnillg but the entire proce s 
of burnillg resulting from the spontaneous ignition. 
hock wave-An intense com pre sive wave, traveling through 
ga at upersonic velocity, the front of such wave consti-
tuting an abrupt increase or practical discontinuity in 
temperature, density, and velocity of the gas . 
detonation wave- A type of wave often observed in long 
tube consisting of a shock 'wave traveling through a gas 
or a ga mixture and cau ing a reaction of the gas in the 
shock front, such reaction releasing energy immediately 
behind the shock front, the enerO'y 0 r eleased serving to 
maintain the pressure needed behind the shock front to 
propagate the wave. 
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
ARGUMENT FOR COMBJ ED AUTOIGNlTIO N AND DETO ATION-WAVE 
THEORY OF K ' OCK BASED ON PUBLI SHED WORK 
OF VA RIO US I NVESTIGATORS 
The autoignition theory.- The autoignition theory of 
knock was uggested by Ricardo in 1919 (reference 17). 
Two year later Woodbury, Lewis, and Canby of the du Pont 
laboratorie (reference 1 ) pre ented streak photographs of 
combustion in a bomb, taken by the method of Mallard and 
Le Cha elier (reference 19), and drew conclusions favoring 
the autoignition theory. The e. du Pont investigator eem 
to have regarded the detonation-wave theory as the one 
having had O'eneral credence up to that time. From an 
analysi of their streak photograph and from con ideration 
of variolls fact reported by previou investigator they 
concluded that "the pos ibility of detonation under such 
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conditions [condition exi ting in the engine cylinder] ap-
pears exccedingly remote ." After mentioning tha t detona-
ion is et up in a eIo ed cylinder of mall dimen ion only 
with "'reat difficulLy Lhey fur ther tated : "On th other 
hand, au toigni tion of th high-d en ity gase ahead of the 
flame front occur over a wide range of fuel mixt ures and 
condi tions [in their tesL ] and gives a udden developmen t of 
pressure imilar , in our opinion, to tha t characteri t ic of a 
knockillO' explosion. H i pos ible tha t this au toignition 
may set up detonaLion [a detons.tion wave] in orne ca e , 
thereby acting a an intennediatc ta"'e in knocking. Our 
experimen ts have not bee n carried to a definite roneIu ion, 
and pre ent data do no L warrant presen ta tion of au toigni-
t ion as a po i ti ve explanation for knocking. It i our feel-
ing, however, that information at hanel favor more trongly 
he theory of auto igniLion of the high-d en ity ga e ahead of 
the flam e front than that of letonation [the detonation 
wave]." 
In, 1936 Withrow and Ra weiler (refer nce 20) present d 
ome excellent photograph of knocking combustion that 
showed the development of au toignition in the end gas. 
The e photograph , taken at Lhe rate of 2250 frame pel' 
econd, gl'eaLly increa cd the already existing confidence in 
the autoignition Lheory. They were Laken aL too Iow a rate 
to how a detonation wave, however , even though uch a 
wave migh t actually have occurred after the autoigni tion 
that wa photographed. 
The autoignition theory , with the additional as umption of 
preflame chain reactions, ha the advan tage of explaining 
and COlT elating many of t he known facts concerning Imock. 
During Lhe period 1939 to 1945, however, urgenL need for a 
modification of the imple autoignition theory of knock ha 
been hown by photographs of knocking combu tion taken 
at the r ate of 40,000 frame per econd with the ACA high-
speed mo tion-pictLU'e camera. The fir t of the e photo-
graph , pre en ted in 1940 and 1941 (references 13 and 16), 
howed a reaction completed in 50 micro econds or Ie . The 
authors beli eved that this reaction wa the true Imock reac tion 
becau e they could ee in the proj ected motion pictmes that 
this reaction occurred at the same time as the beginning of the 
violent vibration of the ga es, which by then had come to be 
regarded as an indication of knock. Later J A A te ts (ref-
erence ) howed that thi extremely quick r eaction did occw' 
imultaneously with the beginning of the vibrations. erruys 
had previously concluded that knock generally occupies a 
t ime intervalles than 100 microseconds in reference 21 and, 
on a ba i more in harmony wi th the standing-wave concept of 
knock , in reference 22. Considerations pre en ted in the pre -
en t paper have cau ed the author to abandon the exclusi vene s 
of the concept " true knock reaction. " The reaction will 
hereinafter be referred to as the "explosive knock reaction. " 
The need for a modification of the au toignition theory of 
kn ock lie in the fact that the evidence available in the 
literatur indicate autoignition require for its completion a 
time intervfil of an en tirely higher ol'd l' than the 50 mic1'o-
econel involved in the e)rplosive Imock reaction, even under 
conditions of everi ty approaching those of the mo dern air-
craft engine. The previously men tioned photograph of 
reference 20 clearly show brightly luminous autoignition 
occupying a time intervfil of the order of 1000 micro econd . 
High- peed photograph pre ented in reference 9 have hown 
au toignition flame slowly propagating themsel ve from 
point to point throughout the end ga before the eA--plo ive 
knock reaction occur ; and another high-speed pho tograph 
in reference 16 ha hown autoignition developing lowly and 
simultaneously in all part of the end ga before the occm-
rence of the explosive knock reaction. The au toignitions 
shown in the photographs of refer ences 9 and 16, pre eding 
the explo ive knock reaction, occupi dime interval ranging 
from 500 to 1250 micro econd. treak photograph were 
publi hed as early a 1911 by Dixon and coworkers (r efer-
ences 23 and 24) showing low autoignition in glas tubes 
resulting from quick compression. Thi autoignition pro-
gressed at a rate comparable with the rates of the au to-
ignitions hown in reference 9, 16, and 20 . 
The evidence showing that autoignition occupies a t ime 
inter val of a higher ord I' than 50 microsecond is not the 
only r ea on for believing imple autoignition to be an in-
adequate eA--planation of knock. Many investigation have 
shown that au toigni tion can occur without cau ing marked 
gas vibration , which are probably the be t-lmo\Yll character-
istics of knock in the pre ent-day park-igni tion engine. 
These gas vibrations, if they occur, are visible in streak 
pho tographs taken by the method of 'Mallard and Le 
Chatelier (reference 19) a a serie of brigh t band extending 
acro the photograph in a direction perpendicular to the 
direction of film movemen t. The gas vibrations al 0 cau e 
oscillations in pressure-time records. 
ome excellent streak pho tograph presented by Withrow 
and Boyd (reference 25) are example of nonvibratory au to-
igni tion in the engine cylinder . The e General Motors in-
ves tigator tated that both the pres m e-time r ecord and 
the flame trace how that the au toigni tion required 2° to 5° 
of crankshaft rotation (400 to 1000 microsec) for it com-
pletion. Figure 11 to 16 of r eference 25 clearly how the 
flame fron t traversing the greater part of the chamber a t the 
normal rate and how the end ga then being consumed at a 
much higher rate. All of the e figure except fig me 14, how-
ever , reveal no t the slighte t indication of gas vibrations. 
I t is difficul t to conclude from the printed picture of figure 14 
whether there i an evidence of vibrations. 'Moreover , the 
pre sure-time record of figures 11 to 16 show no eviden e of 
ga vibrations. Though audible ga vibration probably did 
not occm in the tests of refer ence 25 , orne kind of di turbing 
noise surely must have OCCUlTed, a i discu ed in this paper 
in the ection enti tled "Detonation-wave and au toignition 
theories combined." 
The authors of reference 25 did not comment on the ab-
sence of ga vibrations. p to about the time of the wri ting 
of that paper (1931) , ga vibration did not eem to have been 
regarded as a u ual feature of knock. The only r ecognized 
criterion of knock a seen in pre nre-time record appear to 
have been imply a sharp increa e in the rate of pres m e rise. 
In 1932 Ra weiler and Withrow presented in reference 26 
treak photographs clearly showing the ga vibration ; and 
in 1934 they showed that the vibration a een in the 
photograph coincided, cycle by cycle, with fluctuations 
hown on the pre m e-t ime record (reference 11). 
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Woodbury, L ewi , and anby in 1921 did not regard the 
ga vibration as bing as ociated with knock, for in the. 
previously quoted passage from reference 18 they concluded 
Qn the basis of their owneJl.'Periments that autoignition of the 
high-density gases ahead of the flame front give a udden 
d velopment of pres m e imilar, in heir opinion, to that 
-characteristic of a knocking explo ion. The pre sure-time 
trace pre ented in reference 1 for the cases of autoignition 
referred to showed, in genera.l, no ga vibration but only a 
sharp increa e in rate of pre ure ri e neal' the eni of om-
bu tion. Almo t without exception the treak photographs 
also showed no trace of gas vibration i the flxception wa with 
ether-air mixture. Wi th initial temperature of 1500 C and 
ini ial preSSUl'e of 65 pounds pel' quare inch neither the 
flame trace nor the pre ure-time trace for an ether-ail' 
mixture howed any ign of ga v ibraLion, whereas with the 
same initial t~mperatW'e and with an initial pres ure of 75 
pounds per s luare inch both the flame trace and the pres me-
time trace showed the gas vibration with agreement in 
frequency. The chang that 0 curred in the phenomena 
tudied in a bomb by the e inve tigator , wh n pas ing from 
65 pound pel' qual' io.ch to 75 pound pel' quare inch with 
ether-air mixtW'e at J 50° C, appeal' to corrr pond to the 
change in the r ecognized l'i terion of park-ignition e11O'ine 
knock that leveloped in the early 1930's. 
Jo particular note appear Lo have been made in the liLera-
ture of the hange in the recognized criLerion of knock that 
d veloped in the early 1930'. ufficient data do no t appeal' 
to b available at tili time to explain the hange or Lo indi-
cate whether it wa a real change caused by al tered engine 
de ign and altered fu el or an apparent change developing 
with the ecuring of mol' extensive daLa. 
In 1939 (reference 27 ) Boyd compared a treak photograph 
of autoignition wi tho u I, ga vibrations (fig. 10 of reference 27, 
ame as fig. 16 of reference 25) and a , treak photograph of 
au toignition with gas vibrations (fiO'. ] 2 of reference 27 , same 
a fig. 10 of reference 26) . He very rca onably regarded the 
ca e of figure 12 as involving a much more v iolent knock 
than the case of figure 10 . Examination of figure 10 and 12 
of reference 27 , however, di close that the end zone was 
of nearly the same ize in the two cases at the tim the 
autoignition, or knock, occurred. The compari on therefore 
indicate that the violence of knock 01' at least th violence 
of the ga vibrations i not dependent on the size of the auto-
igniting end zone. Moreover, ACA high- peed photo-
graphs have shown plainly visible ga vibration in case 
where the end zone, if any exi ted at the time of start of the 
ga vibration, wa too mall even to be een in the photo-
graphs (reference 7 anel ). 
Other Lreak photograph howing auto ignitiotl without 
trace of gas vibrations may be found in reference 2 to 30. 
The mo t triking examples of thi phenomenon, how vel', 
are to be found in the work of Duchene (reference 31). In 
thi work many treak photographs 11,1' pre ented of combus-
tion, with park iO'nition, in a bomb equipp d with a pi ton 
providing compre sion by a blo\\' from a heavy p ndulum. 
Many of the e flame trace ho\\' a udd en darkening extend-
ing entirely acro s the trace, which Duchene co n id ereel a 
indicative of a detonation wave. Only tlu'ee of the record , 
however, 21 , 35, and 36, how any trace of ga vibration. 
In mo t ca es the darkening is quite diffuse instead of prac-
tically instantaneous, a it hould be if cau ed by a detonation 
wave. The records all di tinctly show slow au toignition 
precedinO' the sudden dadccnlng. The fraction of the total 
charge involved in the nonvibratory autoignition in the differ-
ent record cover the en ire range from ncar zero to practic-
ally the entire charge. Ga vibrations should not, of course, 
be expected from simultaneous au toiO'niLion of the entire 
charge at consLant volume. Record 23, 2 , 29, and 31 of 
reference 31, however, clcarly show aULoignition of about half 
the content of the chamber \ ithou t any trace of vibration . 
The inadequacy of simple autoiO'nition a an explanation of 
the phenomenon of Imock ha. been clearly recognized by ome 
inve tigator. In 192 Maxwell and \iV1l eler (reference 2) 
reported fre (uently observing aut.oignition flame, with 50-50 
mixtLU'es of pentane and b nzene in a bomb, tarting from 
Lhe far end of the cylinder and progre ing back to meet the 
spark flame. They reported that explo ion in which thi 
ph nomenon occLl l'reu were no louder than usual and that the 
pre ure record howed no unusual feature . They con-
luded, in con equence, that uch an iO'nition of unburnt 
r idual mixture i not likely to be the cau e of a "pinking" 
explosion in an engine cylinder. The ame inve t iO'ators 
SLated in reference 3: "Our objection 1,0 the 'autoignition' 
theory i thaL, when such igni Lions occur cI uring an explo ion 
in a closed cylinder (e. g., FiO' .2 and 5), Lhe explo ion i no 
more viol en than in their absence. :Moreover, what we 
have termed a 'pink' in our cylinder, becau e it so clo ely 
resemble the pink in an engine cylinder , is obtained most 
commonly without the occu rrence of 'au toignition'." 
In 1935 Egerton, " mith, and Ubb lohele (reference 4), in 
eli cussing th work of otber inve tigator , stated: "'Auto-
jO'nilion,' i. e. 10'nition in a rcgion of the gas prior to the arrival 
of the flame front , wa ob erved both in the hlocking zone 
and elsewhere, but does not nece sarily give ri e to he Imock-
ing Lype of combu tion, though it wa uppo eel that the high 
rate of combu Lion in the knocking zone was due to au toig-
niLion within it." 
In 1936 Boerlage (reference 6) in di cus ing the r ult of 
his own streak photograph tated : "vVhat sUl'pl'i cd u , 
however , in the results obtained with the te t enO'ine, wa the 
r latively low character of the combu tion du e to autoigni-
tion. The development of the second center of iO'nition wa 
at all points imilar to the progression of the primary flame 
clue to the spark. The' imultaneous' ombu tion of the 
'end gas' which we have beli eved respon ible for the knock , 
thu eems to b reduced to the rather calm [evelopmenL of a 
econdary centeL' of ignition." He further tated:" .. . the 
velocity of the conclary flame fronL is practically equal 
at each in Lant to that of Lh primary flame front. We have 
never been able to make ou t any peed equal to the peed of 
ounel, but at mo t , peeds of 150 meter per econcl, and 
Lhe e only in the case of exce . ive detonation [knock]. In 
the case of slight detonation [lmock] Lhe peeds do not attain 
even half this figure. . .. The pre m e liagram show only 
moderate pr ure rises , and this i till another indirect 
proof of the fact that the speed of the flames are relati,-ely 
low and remain much below the spred of ound. We have 
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not ucceeded in demonstrating the e.· i Lence of xLremelocal 
p res ures." 
The investigation mentioned have hown beyond po ible 
do u bt tha t au toigni tion can, and in many case actually 
docs, occur too slowly to cau e the gas vibra tions charac-
teristic of knock. Thi fa ct does not prove that aULoigni tion 
cannot, un leI' any condition , 0 cur quickly enough Lo eau e 
th ga vibration . It docs, however , preclude the possi-
bility of regarding the occurrenc or nonoccurrenc of 
all toignition a a cri terion for Lhe occu rrence or nonoccurrence 
of the type of knoc k characterized by gas vibra tions. A 
di freren t ('I" iter ion mllst be sought, either the occurrence of 
au toignition at a rate abo ve om criti~al value or the 
occurrence of ome other phenomenon . 
Indeed tll e cri terion of au toignition at a ra te above some 
critical value seem Lo be pre lu decl by the N CA photo-
graphs of reference 9 and] 6, for in the cases low au to-
igmllon wa seen Lo occur , followed by the much faster 
react ion that set up th e ga vibration . In thi conn ection 
it should be no ted that om e inve t igators (references 14 
and 32) have regarded the apparenL a utoignition shown in 
reference 16 as a preflame reaction. Th low appareu t 
aut oigmtlOn sh own in reference 9, hO"'ever, are more 
diffi cul t to explain as preflam e reaction becau e they prop-
aga te themselves from point to poin L in the ame manner 
a nd a t a bout th e arn e pee 1 as a norm al fl ame. 
The ava ilable litera tur , a r eviewed in this eeLion, 
points Lo th e conclusion that ome phenomenon oth r than 
imple autoignition must be ough t as the cause of the ga 
vibration a oeiated with knock in the modern park-
igni tion engine. 
The detonation -wa.ve theory.- The occurrence of a deto-
nat ion wave in a bom b or a knocking engine is no t upported 
by any uch abun lance of direct xperimental evid ence as 
th e occurrence of autoignition. Thi fact is, of course, 
readily explained by the consideration that the detonation 
""ave, being a many t ime fa ter phenomenon th an au to-
ignition, requires very mu ch more powerful methods for its 
detection . very importan t con ideration in favor of the 
deton a tion wave a the explanation of gas yibration i the 
u nqu e tionable fac th at iL would call e ga vibra tion if it 
did occur, whereas it has been hown tha t simple all toignition 
does no t nece sarily cause the vibraLions when it occurs. 
:'Iany wri ters have long been strollgly oppo ed to the 
detonation-wave theory of knock , principally becau e it is 
very diffi cul t to et up detonation wave in contain er a 
small a an en o-ine cylind r , or indec'd in hydrocarbon-air 
mixtures at all , and becau e many variable have unlike 
effec ts on Lhe tendency of a combu tibl e cha rg to knock in 
a.n engine and to develop a detonaLion wave in a tube. 
In 1936 the Ru sian inve t igators okolik and Voinov 
(reference 5) furni heel direct experim ental eyidence of 
propagated combu tion , a con tra ted with the concepL of 
imul taneo u autoigni tion , trayeling through the end zone 
in a knocklng engine at the correct speed to be regard ed a a 
detona tion waye. Thi evidence i in Lhe form of treak 
photographs for which a uffi ciently high film peed wa used 
to re olve the lope of th lumino ity fron t deYCloped by 
the detonation waye. I t i unfortunaLe thal this work has 
no t, in the past few years, received more careful considera-
tion. The photographs of okolik and YOllOY were taken 
through a narrow window extendino- acro the combu Lion 
chamber in the direction of the flam e travel. The 1'e ults 
how the fl ame trayer ing the grea ter par t of Lhe chamber at 
a mean velociLy u ually Ie than 20 meter p er econ 1. then 
Lraver ino- Lhe remaining part of Lhe chamber at a yelocity 
of the ord er of 2000 m eLee per econd . 
The pho tograph of okolik and VOU10V are of c ur e, 
open to Lhe critici m that Lhey how Lhe performance of only 
a narrow zone in the combu tion chamber. For thi rea on , 
the illusion of a detonation wave traveling at 2000 meter 
per econd could have been cau cd by a mu ·h slo\\'er au to-
ignition traveling through the end ga at a 'on iderable angle 
1,0 the v i ible zone. ueh an illusion should no t be exp ected 
to be con i tent throughou t many record. The au thor of 
ref rence 5, however, do no t state how many record they 
Ludied . 
.ACA high-sp eed motion picture of knock (reference 7 
and ) have uggested that the explosive knoc k :"ea, Lion 
does noL neces arily origina te in the flam e fron t but tha t it 
orio-inates a t random anywhere within the normal flame or 
the a ULoigni ting ncl ga. For thi reason ITAC \. inve ti-
gator have been low to accepL the result of okolik and 
\ oinov a having o-eneral validity, suspec lulg tha t ome 
difference in te I, condiLion may have eau d a type of 
knocking phenomenon to occur in. their work differen L (rom 
any knocking phenomenon tha t ha been found in the 
. ACA investigations. 
Intermediate fl ame velocity. - Intermedia te between the 
low au toignition found by variou inves tiga tor and the 
detonation-wave velociLy determined by the a u thor of 
r eference 5 is the finding by chnauffer (reference 33) of 
a peed of 265 to 300 m eter per e ond for the trayel of a 
flam e through the end zon in knock. clmauffer mad e thi 
determination by means of ionization gap mounted in 
different part of the combu tion chamber. The ionization 
current across th u e ive gap wa amplified and u ed to 
light neon bulbs. The time interval between the ligh tino-
of th e ucces ive bulb wa measured by the record of the 
bulb on a photo ensitive drum rotating at high pe d. 
Flame tra lrel aL 265 to 300 meter per econd through an 
end zone 2 to 3 cenLim eter long would be almo t fa t enough 
to sati fy the 50-micro econd limitation impo ed by the 
photoo-raph of reference 16 , and such a rate of flame travel 
might Lherefore very well be regard ed a a ati fac tory cause 
of the explosive knock reaction. Note should be m ade, how-
ever, that the peed of 265 to 300 meters per e ond ha not 
been verified by other investigator . chnauffer did no t 
indicate how many ionizaLion gap were u cd in the actual 
lmocking zone to deLermine th e v 10 ity of 265 to 300 meLers 
per second . Examination of th paLLem of Lhe gl1P locaLions 
a hown in the figure of reference 33 indicate either tha t 
the Yclocity was determined from the tim e inlen "al between 
ionizaLion of only Lv 0 gap or tha L the distance Ol"er which 
th v locity wa m easured was much greater than 2 or 3 
centim eters, in which ca e the 50-micro eeond li.mitaLion 
was no t sati fi eel. M ea uremen t of rate of £lame travel on 
the ba. is of the tim e interval between ionization of two gaps 
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would no t be alid in ca e of any type of greatly accelerated 
I'eacf;ion in the end ga. In uch a case the normal flam e 
travel tlu'ough an indeterminate fraction of the di tan e 
betw en the last two gap would be erroneo usly treated a. 
th flam e travel acro s the entire dis tance; the result would 
be a m eaningless velocity . 
In r eference 33 chnauffer howed oscillograph records of 
the ionization curren ts produc d both by th normal flam e 
.and th knock reaction in the end zone. The oscilloO'raph 
r ecord for the two types of combu tion look very much alike. 
Ha LinO' (reference 34) h a hown, with the vibratory type 
of Jmock, that the total t ime interval throughout which 
ioniza tion current are m easurable in the end gas i only a 
mall frac ion of the time interval throughout whi h the 
ionizaLion currents a rc mea urable in the earlier-burned parts 
of the cylinder charge. Th imilarity in the oscillograph 
t race of chnaufIer 's work ther fore indicates that h e wa 
dealing with simple autoiO'nition, not vibratory l~nock. 
The nature of gas vibrations.- Many inve tigator have 
shown the OCCUlTence of gas vibration in bombs and in 
engine cylinders, both by photography and by pre ure-time 
Teeord. When tbe vibrations were fir t ob erved on indi-
<:ator records, t he que tion wa rai cd wheth er they were not 
natural vibrations of the indicator se t up by tbe blow of 
knock. Undoubtedly in many case of simple autoignition 
this explanation was COl'l'ect. In this conn ection th e ob erva-
t ion by Schnauffer in 1931 (refer ence 35) i of intere t. With 
th ionization-gap method b e found apparently imul taneou 
ignition of en d ga amounting to appro}"rimately 50 percen t of 
the entu:e cylinder charge; the indicator record howed no 
vibration but only a sharp mcrea e in rate of pre sure ri e. 
chnauffer commented: " Figure 4 and 5 show tbat with a 
pre lll' indicator ufficien tly free of in ertia it i very well 
po. ible to record the knockin. blow 'without the appearance 
of pres m e oscillation.. It i th reby demonstra~ed Lhat the 
o cillations are not pre sure oscillation ." When Withrow 
and Ra sweil er in 1934 (r efer ence 11) howed a precise 
.agreement between the oscillation recorded by an indicator 
and the bright ban Is on a k ea}.;: photograph of th ombu-
tion, it wa no longer po ible to doubt tb e validity of 'h e 
vibrations recorded by the be t indicator . 
Examination of tbe publi h ed record of ga vibration in 
bomb and in engine cylinder reveal that with compara-
t ively siow-blll'uing mixtlll'e uch a are lIsed in the spark-
ignition engin e tbe e vibrations are generally of tw·o type: 
with tbe fir t type the first cycle of vibration recorded hn,s a 
larger ampbtude than any of the later vibrations and the 
decay of the vibration i gradual; with the second type both 
t he build-up n,nd the decay of the vibrations are gradual. 
A detonation wave, by definition, would cause th e fir t type 
of vibration but not the second. Wi th autoignition ruled out 
a a cau e of the first type of vi.bration , the detonat ion wave 
i probably the only known phys ical phenomenon that 
could cau e i t. This type of vibration will therefore be re-
ferred to h ereinafter, for co nvenience, as the" detonation-
wave" typ of vibration. Among the many inve tigation 
that have hown the detonation-wave type of ga vibration 
in bombs or engin e cylinder , either photographically or by 
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mean of pres w'e indicators, are tho e of l' ference 5, 7, 
11, 16, 1 , 22, 26, 27, 30, 36 (fi g. 6), 37, and 3 . 
The type of vibraLion having a gradual build-up obviou 1y 
requires a gradual feeding in of en ergy over a p eriod of many 
cycle. Thi gradual feedin.g in of ene1'O'Y could occur only 
if the vibration themselves affected the local rates of combu -
tion, or energy re1ea e, in uch manner a to peed up the 
combustion in th high-pres ure region r lative to the low-
pre sure reO'ion. uch an effect 'would cau e any light 
accidental vibration to become elf-amplifying. The cau e 
of an accid ntal vibration i not hard to fin L Ignition at 
a point in a \~ e sel will unavoidably end for th a pre ure 
wave which , after reflecLion from the far wall , will return to 
the point of iO'nition and may speed up the combustion upon 
its ani val. ouders and Brown at the ni ITer ity of Michi-
gan (reference 36) founel that a very pronounced occurrence 
of this type of vibration could be eliminat d by shortening 
th eir park commutator contact so a to decrea e the inten-
sity of the pre ure disturbance at ignition . The type of 
ga vibration having a gradual build-up will be referred to 
hereinafter a the "vibratory-combu tion" type of vibra-
tion. 
The po sibility, of course, exists that the inertia and damp-
ing characteri tics of a pre ure indicator might cau e it to 
indicate a gradual build-up of vibration even though th e 
ga vibration actually were of the detonation-wave type, 
particularly in case where the vibration frequency i nearly 
the same as th e natural frequency of the indicator. The 
failure of such pUl'iou records to occur in practice, however, 
i indicated by the fact that all the record to be found in 
the literature fall v ry eli tinctly into the detonation-wa ve 
or the \ribratory-combu tion type; there i apparently no 
middl ground. A middle gro.,\illd would be e:\:pected when 
the detonatioD-wa lTe type of vibration is modifi ed by a 
pressure indicator with only lightly too much inertia to 
produce a faithful record . 
The vibratory-combu tion type of vibration, a hould be 
e:.-pected , generally occur in fairly long cylindrical bomb , 
in which the natural frequency is comparatively low and the 
total time of flam e trav 1 is comparatively long. Under llch 
conditions thi type of vibration may 0 cur without any 
evidence of autoignition, hot-spot ignition, or any other 
type of combu tion except the normal flam from the ignit-
ing park, a in the previo u 1y mentioned work at th e 
Univer ity of Michigan (reference 36, fig . 5, 7, and 13). 
Ga vibration of the vibratory-combu tion type in bomb 
have also been hown by HLmn and Brown (reference 39), 
Kirkby and Wheeler (reference 40), Lorentzen (reference 41 ), 
Duchene (reference 31), Wawrziniok (reference 42), and 
Kochling (reference 43). The photograph of reference 40 
how how the vibratory combu tion require a bomb of 
considerable leng th . In reference 41 Lor ntzen pointed ou t 
that the vibrations, which he apparently believed were 
cau ed by the ame phenomenon as Imock in the engine 
cylinder, conld not have been caused by detonation becau e 
they et in before the attainment of maximum pre ur . 
The vibration of reference 31 (record 21, 35, and 36) a re 
of particular inter-c. t because they developed long aHel' the 
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charge had been completely inflamed , yet they appear to 
have been buil t up gradually. The ,,-ork of reference 42 
howed gradual build-up not only of the vibration in a 
bomb but also of the air vibrations ou tside a knocking engin e. 
It j po sible, however, that th e -forced vibrations of the 
engine walls built up grad ually even with a detonation-wave 
Lype of ga vibration in the combu tion chamber. The 
grad ual build-up of the air vibration in thi case wa very 
rapid a compared with the build-up of th e ga vibrations 
in the bomb; in fact , thi ca e seem to be the middl ground 
that is lacking in indicator r ecord expo ed directly to eras 
vibration wi thin the combu tion ch mber. 
The work of Ma:xwell and Wll eler (referene 2,3, and 44) 
seem unique in the fact that they appear to have encoun-
tered both vibru,tory combu tion and tbe deLonation-wave 
type of vibration in the same ex pI sion, the one occurring 
ju t before the end of the flame travel and the other ju t 
after the flame front reach ed th e far wall of the bomb. 
There eem to be no reason, however, wh~7 the two Lypes of 
vibraLion hould noL occur , one after the other in th e arne 
combustion cycle. ~oreover , two independ ent vibration 
each of th e detonation-wave type can be set up one after the 
other in the same combu stion cycle, a wa hown in refer-
ence 9. 
The very excellent streak photoo·raph by Payman and 
Titman (referenc e 45) arc probably not pertinent to the 
pre ent cli scu sion because they involve only much fa ter-
burning mixtures than a rc ordinarily used in park-ignition 
engines. Inasmu ch as pre sure-time record arc not in-
cluded wiLh the photograph of reference 45 , any discu sion 
of th e type of vi bra tion et up by the phenomcna howJ) in 
Lho e picture would b only peculation. 
Detonation-wave and autoignition theories combined.-
The foregoing disc u sion clearly indi cate a need for ome 
kind of combination of Lh cl etonaLion-wav e and autoignition 
theories of knock , inasmuch a the occurrence of both auto-
ignition and an apparent dctonation wave 11 a been demon-
trated in the knocl;;:ing engine. Th e combined theory 
propo ed herein r equires an affirmaLive decision on lhc con-
troversial question a to wh eth er afLerburning lake pIa e in 
a volume of ga for a con iderable time after the flam c fron t 
h a pa cel through lhat volume of ga , or aftcr the entire 
volume of gas has become inflamed th rough au toiernition. 
For the purpose of this discu sion "afte r-burning" will be 
understood to m ean continued oxidaLion of combu tiblc or 
any other reaction that causcs continued pontan eou 
expan ion of ga es or pre sur increa e at con tan t volume. 
If th e concept i accepted of a body of end ga in flamed 
throughou t it entire volume by autoignition, th en it would 
e m r ea onable that uncler evere condition uch an inflamed 
body of gas might be higbly u ceptible to the propagation 
of a dctonation wave and that a detonation wave travcling 
through the inflamcd body of era might be the immediate 
re ult of autoignition. uch a high u ccptibili ty to the 
detonation wave might b e cau ed not only by th e high 
tempera ture within thc inOamecl ga es but by high concentra-
tions of molecular fragm en Ls that migh t be of importance in 
the propagation of th e d tonation ,\lave. If the pos ibility 
of a detonation wave traveling through a body of gas pre-
v iously inflamed by au toign ition i accep ed , it cern almo t 
neces aryal 0 to accept the po sibili ty of uch a wave travel-
ing through a body of era in which aftcrburning i taking 
place behind th e normal flame front. In thi manner a 
detonation wave could develop withou t autoignition after 
th e entire contents of the combustion chamber had been 
ignited by the normal flame front . Larger volumes of 
inflamed gas at anyone instant would be expected, however , 
with autoignition than without autoio-nition; therefore, a 
detonation wave hould be expected to develop principally 
in the autoigniting end ga ra ther than in aft rburning ga 
behind the £lam e front . 
Concerning the po ibility of burning after passage of the 
flam e fron t through a body of gas, Withrow and R as weiler 
(reference 2 ) concluded t11a t th e pectrum of the afterglow 
emitted by uch supposed ly afterburning ga is the ame a 
tha t emitted during the CO- Oz reaction and caused by 
active CO, Oz, COz, or 0 3 molecule. They uggested that 
the Hz+ COzpCO + H zO reaction is in equilibrium after the 
£lame front ha pa ed and that the aftererlow i due to a 
readjustment of th e equilibrium wh en the pre ur and 
consequ ently the tcmperature are increased. They remarked: 
"The di tribution of intensity of the afLe rglow throughout 
the combu tion chamber accord well with th idea that the 
emi sion is by carbon dioxide heated by the increa e in 
pres ure brough t abou t by com bu tion of the rcst of the 
charge." 
The ugge t ion that afterglow i entirely aus d by r -
adjusLment of equilibrium due to com pres ion doc not eem 
compatible with the re ult of teven' work at th e.r ational 
Bureau of Standard with a oap-bubble bomb, in which no 
apprcciable comprc ion of the earlier-burned ga by th e 
later-burned ga was po ible. teven' st reak photograph 
in r efercnces 46 to 4 bow very con id erabl e afterglow. On 
the other h anel , two of his photographs, hown bo th in 
reference 49 and reference 50, show only th e trace of the 
luminous flame front w.ithout afterglow. 
Other ound explanations of th e afterglow may exi t inde-
pendent of the concept of afterburning, bu t the possibility 
of othcr explanation only preclude u e of the afterglow a 
upport for lhe afLcrburning hypoth esi ; that i , the po i-
bility of uch explanalion may not be regard ed a trong 
evidenc again (, afLcrburning. 
L ewis and von Elbe (rcference 51) have regarded tevens' 
re uIts (r('fcrence 4 and 49) as evidencc again t the concep t 
of afterburning, tating " . .. thou sands of explo ions .. . 
fail ed to r veal the ligh tcst indication of fur ther expansion 
of the burned sphere after the flame ha 1 tray 1 d aCl·OS the 
entiTe ga mixture." If close m ea urement are m ade on 
figure 2 of refcrence 46 and figure 2 of referencc 4 ,i eem 
que tionable wh ether a po jtive tatement can be made tha t 
th e e figure how not even the sl ighte L continu cd expansion 
of the hm1inou zone after the con lant-v locity xpan ion of 
the pheri al hcll of :flame had come to an encl. (The end of 
Lhe con tant-velocityexpan ion of th e £lamc h ell secm to be 
the only m can of detcrmining from the photographs when 
the flame "had traveled acros the entire ga mi.xture.") In 
one of the flame trac of figure 4 of reference 50, in which the 
afterglow i ab ent , continued expan ion is plainly visible 
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after completion of the con tant-velocity expan ion of the 
flam e shell . The printed r eprodu ctions of pho tographs in 
reference 47 show the flame-fron t trace too indistinctly for 
judgmen t on continued expan ion after completion of the 
constan t-velocity expansion. Figure 2 of r eference 46 bhows 
luminosity fading progressively from the outer edge of the 
luminous sphere toward the center after ome sligh t expan-
sion has po sibly taken place; the progressive fading i 
probably cau ed by rapid cooling of the outer 'hell of ho t 
ga es after the combustion i nearly compl teo R andolph and 
ilsbee have presented a treak photograph (fig. 4 of referen e 
52) obtained with the ame Bureau of tandard apparatu 
as u ed by teven, showing continued expan ion most dis-
tinctly after compleLion of the con tant-velocity expan ion. 
A con ideration that must alway be given attention in 
tevens' photographs, as well as in all photographs taken by 
flaThe radiations, i the fact that these photograph may no t 
repre ent the tru flam e front because of low lumino ity in 
the early stages of burning and because of the finite exposure 
time req uired to make a r ecord on the pho tosen itive material. 
The experimental work reported and th e argument ad-
vanced by L ewis and von Elbe in reference 51 were concerned 
mainly wi th t he question of whether combu tion in a 
constan t-volume bomb is complete at the time peak pressure 
is r eached and not with the question of whether peak pre sure 
i r each ed at th e in tant the flame fron t has passed through 
the last increment of ga. The afterburning required by the 
proposed combined detonation-wave and autoignition theory 
would cover a time interval of an en tirely lower order than 
that con idered in the que tion of whether combustion i 
complete at th~ instant of maxim um pressure. The only con-
sideration offered by the au thor of reference 51, other than 
the photographs of tevens, that would have a bearing on 
the question of afterburning on the smaller time scale i the 
suggestion thaL with arterburning the harp breaks obtained 
with fast-burning mixture b eLween the rising pre m e curve 
and the cooling curve would not occur. By the same token it 
might be sugge ted that the extremely flat pre ure maxima 
of slo"ver-burning mL"X tures, uch as shown in figure 16 of 
ref rene · 8, would not occur if th re w re no aftel'burning. 
Probably th e tronge t experimen tal evidence against 
afterburning is the General Motor work presented in 
reference 53 to 56. T ests wi th a sampling valve (reference 
56) showed that free oxygen disappeared from the charge 
immediately af ter passage of the flame front, buL this 
evidence is open to the question of whether burning wa not 
completed after the ga es were removed from the ombustion 
chamber by the sampling valve. In th worl" of references 
53 to 55, flame-front po itions as hown by high-speed 
motion pictme were checked again t pre ure rise obtained 
from indicator record. The re ult indicated completion 
of burning at the flame front, wi th orne excep tion in re-
ference 55. This evidence i open to the previously men-
tioned obj ction that the photographs may not show the 
true flame front, The agreement between flame-front 
po itions as hown by the pho tographs and a alculated 
from the press m e records on the a sump tion of comple te 
combu tion in the flam e front may be a coincid ence. 01' the 
greater part of the combustion may actually be completed 
in a very small part of the deep combustion zone. 
That the photograph of references 53 to 55 did not 
actually r ecord the true flame froll ts i trongly indicated 
by the work of reference 8. In this work it was shown that 
peak pl'essm e wa r eached, at top center, very nearly at the 
ame time that the schlieren flame pattern completely 
disappeared from the high-speed motion pictures, 01' about 
10 crank-angle d'egrees at 500 rpm after the flame front had 
completely filled the chamber . The finding in r eference , 
that peak pre sme at constan t volume coincides with the 
final fad e-ou t of the chlieren flame pattern, is supported by 
the previou demonstration of the same fact in a bomb 
by Lindner (reference 57). 
Other evidence in favor of the concept of afterburning has 
been furnished by various inve tigators. Th.e ionization 
record obtained by Hastings (r eference 34) showed ioniza-
tion persisting over 20° to 30° of cranl( angle at 2000 rpm 
with normal combustion. Wi th his record of ionization in 
the end zone during Imock, the persistence had only a frac-
tion of that magnitude. H e attributed the difference to the 
much faster combustion in the end zone during knock. 
It i of inter est, in Ha tings' records of ionization with 
normal combu tion, that the ionization did no t decrease 
tcadily after pa age of the flame front but irregularly 
with even evel'al sharp increa es in ionization after the 
original pa sage of the flame front. . 
Souder and Brown (ref renee 36) with thcir treak pho to-
graphs and simultaneous pressure rccords of combustion in a 
con tan t-volume bomb notcd an appreciable incl'ca e in 
pre ure after the flame front reached the end of the bomb. 
M arvin and Best (reference 58), ob ervin O' flame strobo-
scopically t;hl'ough small winelow mount;ed in a cylinder 
head, reported pressure ri e after complete inflammation of 
the charge with very low compres ion ratio. WawTziniok 
(reference 42) found maximum pres ure developing in his 
bomb considerably after the fiame front had ionized a gap 
at the end of the bomb. In thi case the ionization gap was 
located at the most distant po ition in a hemispherical end of 
the bomb 0 that errol' due to curvature of flame front wa 
minimi zed; yct the lag between ionization of this gap and 
peak pre ure was abou t 20 pel' ent of the total burning time. 
Marvin , Caldwell, and Steele (reference 59) ob erved tha t 
total radiation from burning ga es increa ed after inflamma-
tion throughou t a time interval equivalent to about 20° of 
crankshaft rotation at 600 rpm. 
Bureau of tanclarcls inve tigators (r eference 60), taking 
treak pho toO'raphs of combu tion in a spherical bomb, us-
p ndedfine grains of gunpowd er at various points on a diam-
eter of the bomb by means of human hairs. Wi th central 
ignit ion , the brilliantly burning grains of gunpowder con-
tinued to move toward the cen ter of the bomb for ome time 
after the fl ame reached the wall of the bomb. This experi-
m nt seem to be par ticularly strong evidence of afterburning 
in the outer par t of the bomb . 
L wi and von E lbe have don e work letermining the 
temperatme zone in burner flames (reference 61). .Much 
uncertainty would be involved, however , in applying th e 
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1'e ulLs Lo the much d iff rent conditions exi ting in engine 
combustion . 
In a discus ion of combu t ion in a turbulent tream, 
hchclkin (reference 62) has drawn a model of flam e tru cturc 
thaL mighL well apply under the highly turbulen t condi tion 
exisLing duri ng combust ion in the engine cylinder. Aceorcl-
ioO' Lo Lhi model, the turbulence in the flame fron t causes 
the flame to advance in micro eopic, or ncar microscopic, 
tongues. Thc Lrll cture behind the flame fron t is cellular ; 
the cell wall co nsLi Lu te burning gas and the in terior of the 
cells co n Litu tc unignited gas. According to thi model, the 
unigniLed O'a wi thin each cell is gradually co n urn cd as the 
flame fron t progre e beyond Lhe cell . \\i th thi structure, 
in the micro copic ense the burning zones might all be very 
thin; in the macroscopic en e a deep IlJterburning zone would 
exist behind the flaIne front. In any event, the preponder-
ance of experimental evidence avai lable at thi time appears 
to favor the existe nce of a rather deep zone of combustio n 
behind the flame front in the engine cylinder , though the 
main part of the combu tion may take plac only within a 
mall part of this zone. IVhether the combustion zone i 
c Uular on th mi 1'0 eopi ale or only on a u bmi 1'0 opi 
or molecular scale doc not eem importan t in the pre enta-
tion of the combined theory of knock. In either ca e there 
is a po ibility that Lhe O'a e in the combustion zone may be 
peculiarly S1.1 ceptible to the propagation of a detonation 
wave, and the available evidence on thi poinL hould be 
carefully considered. 
The concept of auLoiO'nition followed by the de\~elopme n t 
of a deLonation wave was given pas ing attention in the 
previou ly quo ted remarks of Woodbury, Lewi , and Canby 
in reference 1 . Among the Lrea1\ pho tographs of auto-
ignition resul ting from quick compre ion of the charge in a 
gia tube, whi ch were presented by D i:wn an I coworker 
in reference 23 and 24, w re inclucl cd ome record of whaL 
they believed to be detonation wave. Dixon and oworkers 
pointe lou t the facL that the development of the detonation 
wavewa alway preceded by autoigniLionat omepointwitb-
in Lhe charge. The concept of the development of a detona-
tion wave in autoigniting end ga has also been uggestcd by 
Boerl age and van Dyck (reference 63). They poin ted OU t 
tha t "simul taneou combustion" aL the beginning hould b 
con idereel a. a slow pre~ lire rise in com pari on with "true 
detonaLion" but thaL iL ultimately may have the ame 
character. Th e reverse concep t, au Loignition triggered by a 
hock wave, ha been sugge ted by Dreyhaup L (reference 64). 
Th e concept of autoignition followed by the el evclopm nL 
of a detonation wave i consi Lent wiLh Lhe NACA hi O'11- peed 
motion pictu re pre cnLe 1 in reference 7, ,9, and 16, if the 
explo ive knock Teaclion is eonsid ered to be a detonation 
wave. In these phoLoaraph , in mo. t ca e wh ere end ga 
was vi ible at th t imc of the explo ive knock reaction, th is 
reaction bas been preceded by ome form of apparent auto-
ignition. In one. ca e the apparent au to ign iLion developed 
at defin i Le center wiLhin the cnd ga and pread ou t in all 
direction from tho e center to fill t he end zone before the 
explo ive knock reaction occurred. (ee fig . 10, reference 9.) 
[n another case th autoigni tion b gan at the chamber wall 
and propao'ated throughou t the end zone before th explosive 
knock reaction occurred. (ee fig. 12, refer nce 9.) In thi 
ca e the vi ible explo ive knock r action was ligh t. In other 
ca e the autoignition developed uniformly and simultane-
ou ly th roughout tbe end zone before the explo ive knock 
reaction occu rred. (ee fig. 5, r eference 16. ) In yet other 
case, au toigni t ion wa not clearly v i ible in the photographs 
but a vi ible vibrat ion of the ga e of the detonation-wav 
type was et up before the explosive knock reaction oc urred 
(reference 9). The occurrence of a vi ible vibration before 
the explosive knock r acti n i an effect appal' ntly not 
frequently enco untered . It appears likely that this phenom-
non i comparable with the explo ive knock reaction in 
peed and iL may, therefore, be a mild detonation wave 
followed laLer by the development of a many t imes more 
pow rILll detonation wave. 
The evidence of reference 7, , 9, and 16 i open to the 
criticism that the end-zone reaction hown before knock 
may not repre nt tru e flame b cau e th chli l' n y tern 
may reveal r action much 1 inten e than flame eombu -
tion . The arne phenomenon ha been shown, however, in 
photograph exposed by direct-flame ra Iiation pre nted by 
Ro throck and penceI' (reference 3 ). Wi th 1 - an I 30-
octane fu el at a compre ion ra io f 7, photograph taken 
at abou t 2000 frame per e ond (fig. 7 of reference 3 ) 
showed autoignition in the end ga one frame before the 
development of the brilliant illumination cau ed by knock . 
In the arne paper Ro throck and pencer howed that thi 
brilliant illumination coi ncid d chronoloO'ically with the 
beginning of the ga vibration. 
The conce pt of a detonation wave et up in afterburning 
gases behind the normal flame fronL has been propo ed 
previou ly by l\Ia:\.~well and Wh eeler (I' fer enee 2, 3, and 
44). In t reak photograph of combu tion in a bomb with 
knocking fuels they found only very fain t afte rglow behind 
the flame front dminO' th travel of th flame tlu-ough the 
bomb. After the flame had traveled completely through the 
charge they ob erv d an extr mely high- peed travel of a 
more brilliant glow tlu'ough the chamber. With nonknock-
ing fuel , however, the afterglow behind the normal flam e 
front wa brilliant . Th ey reported in variably a correlation 
between he "pinking" tendencie of Iu 1 and he lack of 
brilliancy in th aft rburnin O' anel they reported that addit ion 
of ethyl ether or amyl ni trate to a fu el d crea ed tbe brilliance 
of the afte rglow and that decompo cd tetraethyl lead in-
creased the brilliance of the afterglow. The e investigator 
concluded in part that the tendency to knock wa dependen t 
on low a fterburnin O', leaving ufficien t en rgy behind the 
flame front to main tai n a hock wave (detonation wave) et 
up by colli ion of the name fron t \\~ith the chamber wall . 
Lorentzen (reference 41 ) found evidence from experiment 
wi th a combu tion bomb that he beli ved upported the 
theory propo eel by :'Iaxwell and Wh eeler in reference 2,3, 
and 44 . The finding that knocking fuels how Ie brillian t 
afterglow than nonknocking fuel ha been verified by 
Duchene (reference 31) and by Ro tlu'ock and pencer 
(reference 3). Rothrock anel pencer have al 0 pre en ted 
in figure 12 of reference 3 , 2000-fram -p l'- ond m tion 
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pictures of combu tion of 65-octane ga oline in which the 
combustion chamber wa entirely inflamed before the occur-
rence of knock as indicated by v ry brilliant reillumination 
of the entire chamber. In reference 7 (fig. 4) a knocking 
reaction occurred not only after complete inflammation of 
the ylinder charge but eyen so late that the chlieren com-
bu tion pattern wa almost gone. 
The combined detonation-wave and autoigniLion theory, 
to be compleLe, musL account for the fact that combu tion 
cycle involving nothing more than imple auLoignition have 
been tudied by General Motors investigaLoi' (reference 
25, 2 , and 29) and have b en reaarded by tho e inve tiga-
tor a knockin a cycle. It is clear that o-a vibrations can 
cau e forced vibration of the combu tion-chamber walls of 
the sam frequency a the gas vibrations and thu au e a 
high-pitched ping. As ga vibration apparen tly did not 
occur in the eombu tion cycle of reference 25, 2 , and 29, 
however, the question naturally arise a to the cau e of the 
knock that wa h eard . The only pos ible an wer appears 
to b e that the knocking sound wa due to natural vibration 
of engine part . 
Th e autoignition that occun d in the General Motor 
inve tigaLion has be n een to require a period of approxi-
mately on -thousandth part of a econd for it completion. 
The harp increase of pres ure in Lhe ombustion chamber 
within, the period of on -thou andth part of a econd could 
et up naLural ,ibraLion in orne of the Lre ed engine 
part. The ellergy imparted to the natural vibration by 
th e autoignition would, in general, be gr ater in the a e of 
low-frequ ency vibration than in the ca e of high-frequency 
vibration. The influence of vibration frcquency on th 
energy imparted to th e vibration by Lhe autoignition co uld 
be deLermined mathematically only if definite information 
were available a to the rate at which en rgy i released by 
autoignition at each ins'Lant throughout tll autoignition 
proce . Though no uch information i available, th 
experimental evidence at lea t indicates that energy is 
relea ed by the auLoignition in uch a manner thaL it doe 
not excite appreciable vibration of the gase. It may 
therefore be reasonably a sumed that the autoignition would 
excite natural vibration of the sLres cd engin parLs only 
in uch mode as have a natural frequency considerably les 
than the nattu'al frequency of the yibraling gase . 
The ugge tion that "knock" is due to vibration of engine 
parts caused by auLoignition and that" pink" is caused by 
gas vibration ha previously been made by Boedage and 
coworker (reference 6,37, and 63). 
Summary of discussion of published work,--'-The following 
fact appeal' to be upported by the weight of experimental 
evidence: 
1. Autoignition of comparatively large bodie of end gas 
o cur too lowly under certain condition to produce audible 
ga vibration . 
2. Under uitable condition one or both of two types of 
ga vibration may occur, the detonation-wave typ and the 
vibratory- ombustion type. 
3. Either type of ga vibration may occul' independently of 
autoignition, but under orne condition the detonation-wa e 
type of ga vibrat.ion tends to 0 cur very, oon after low 
autoignition has taken place. 
4. Undcr uitable conditions apparen t detonation wave 
can develop in the engine cylinder. 
5. Under a wide ranO"e of conditions either combu tiOD 
continue for a di tance ometime a groat a several in he 
behind the flame front or orne adju tment of equilibrium 
takes plac through the ame di tance]' ulting in increa ed 
pre ure, continued ionization, and continu d emis ion of 
light. 
The forego ing fact, supported by the experimental evi-
dence, sugge t the following explanation of kno k in the pal'k-
ignition engine: 
(a) Knock of a comparatively low pitch is cau ed by simple 
autoignition of end ga o at a, rate too low to produce audible 
ga vibration. 
(b) Knock mV(llvmg both 10w- and high-pitched on s may 
be cau ed by autoignition fo11owe 1 by Lhe developmenL of a 
detonation wave in the autoianited ga es. 
(c) Knock of h igh pitch may be cau cd by a d tonation 
wave in afterburning ga e behind the :flame front. Thi 
detonation wave, having originated in the afterburning gase 
behind the Harne front, maya] 0 pass through unignited end 
ga . 
This explanation of knock harmonize with the analy i of 
I A A high- peed photoaraph that will be levclopecl in the 
second part of thi etion. 
A ALYSIS OF NACA H IGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHS 
Apparatus and operating conditions.- The high- peed 
motion pictures presented and diseu sed herein arc noL the 
result of a pecific inve tigation but have been electe I from 
the data obtained with the JA A high- pe d motion-picture 
camera and Lh I AC combu tion apparatu in the inv ti-
gation of reference 7, 9, and 16. A diagrammatic ketch 
of the combustion apparatus is shown in figure 1. Thi 
apparatus i a ingle-cylinder engine of 5-inch bore and 
7-inch stroke, with glas windows in the eylinder head and a 
ala s mirror on the piston top a shown in the figure. The 
visible part of the combu tion chamber i 4}~ inche wide, as 
shown at fram H- 20 in figure 2. The ombu tion apparatus 
has been de crib d in references 16 and 3. The JACA 
high-speed motion-picture camera i de cribed in detail in 
reference 15. This camera wa used to obLain photograph 
hown in reference ,13,65, and 66 a well as those presented 
in reference 7, 9, and 16. The optical arrangement for 
chlie1'en photoO"raphy will not be rede crib d herein, except 
to state that the chlieren photograph aJ'e taken by exter-
nally uppliecl light proj cted into the combustion chamber 
through the gla windows and then reflected ba k out 
tbl'ough the gla s window to the high- peed camera by the 
mi Tor on the pi ton top. 
In all tbe investigation drawn upon for the {aLa of the 
pre ent paper, the combu Lion apparatu wa driven by an 
electric motol' and operated uncleI' it OW11 pO'wcr [or only 
one combu Lion cycle in each run; the entire cries of photo-
graphs was taken during the ingle combustion cycle. With 
the exception of light variation noLed in the original report 
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FIGURE J.- Diagramlllstic sketch of rACA combustion appa ratus. 
of the inve tigation , the followi.ng engine condition were 
h eld constant: 
CompTc sion raLio __ ______ _ ____ 7_0 
Jacket and head tempcrature, °F _____ _ _____ _ _ 250 
Fuei-injecLion timing, dcgrec A_ T . C. (in ta 'c st rok c)__ 20 
park Liming, degrees B. T. C.: 
At G po iLion (see fig. 1) _____ _ 
At E po iLiOn) 
At J po iLion __ _ 
At F position 
Fuel-air rat io ______ _ 
Inlet-air condi Lions_ _ _ 
Engine specd, rpllL ___ _ 
27 
20 
_____ Approx imately 0.0 
_________ Atmospheric 
- - _ - __________ __ 500 
Spark timing were selected Lo produce knock at top center 
\vith the end gas well within the field o( view. In Lhe inve -
tigation of r eference 7 and 16, the inj ection valve was 
placed in opening H of the cylind r head (sec fig. 1) when 
four park plugs were u cd, but in opening J when only one 
park plug was used. In the -in e Ligation of reference 9 
the injection valve wa always in opening H. A IU'ouded 
inlet valve was used in Lbe inves tigations of reference 7 and 
16 Lo produ ce a clock"'i e air swirl, but a plain inlet valve 
was u ed in Lh e inve Ligation of reference 9. 
Fuels u ed for the combu Lion cycle shown her in were 
l\I- 2, lea led and tmleaded, and blend of :'1- 2 with S- l. 
High-speed photograph of explosive knock reaction 
traveling at speed above 5500 feet per second .- In figure 2 
is hown Lbe arne high-speed phoLographic ho t of knocking 
combustion Lhat wa presented as figure 5 of reference 16. 
Individu al photographs in figure 2, a well as in other fi gure, 
will b de ignated thro ughout t lli discu ion a frame 
A- l , frame B-2, and 0 on. Thi de ignation will be under-
stood to mean the fir t frame in row A, the eco nd frame in 
TOW B, and 0 on. The order in which the photo<1'raph 
were Laken i A- 1, A-2, A- 3, ... , A- 20, B- 1, B- 2, .. " 
R- 17, R- 18; t h photograph should be read from left, to 
rigbt througb row A, then from left to righ t. througll row B, 
and 0 on. 
Ignition. in Lhe case o(figlu'e 2, wa by one park plug at 
position E. ('ee fig. 1.) The flame fir t become vi ible 
in th e photographs a a mall but O'rowing darkened a rea in 
frames C- 9 Lo C- 20. At frame H- 1 Lhe flame fron t ha 
progre cd n.bout h alfway acros Lh e vi ible port ion of 
the chamber and the entire region througb which the Harne 
front ha pas cd Ita a dark moULed appearance . Tbi 
area behind the flame fronL i dark and mottled instead of 
brilliant wb ite becau e the photograph were taken by h e 
cll1i eren method rather Lhan by direct photography of the 
fl ame rae/iation . The chliereu m ethod show the e(fec t of 
Lbe Harne on light thaI, i projected throuo'h it, but tbe ligh t 
radiated by the Harne it eIf was too fa int to b photographed 
in frame H- 1. 
At frame J- 1 the dark mottling ha eli appeared from mo t 
of the regio n through which the flame front ha pa ed. 
The mottlin O' probably indicate th e region in which com-
bu Lion i proceeding, a was indicated in rderen e and 
57. CombusLion, therefore, wa probably either completed 
or arres Led in most of the pace througb which tb e flame 
front bacl traveled at Lh e time of expo lU' of fram J- 1. 
I n the frame of row K in the figure, a darkeninO' of the 
region t brough which the Harne front h as not y Ii pas d 
begin to be appar enL. This darkening of Lhe !ld ga 
become more intense throughout row Land the first frames 
of row M. In fram e M- 10 the darkening of the end gas 
ha progre sed to such a degree that the flame fron t can no 
longer be di cem d. The end ga appear to be fully ignited 
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FIGURE 2.-Higb-speed motion pictures of knocking combustion cycle ill engine cyl indcr showing detonation preceded by diffuse auloignition . Fuel, 50 percent 8-1 and 50 percent M-2; one 
spark plug. (Fig. 5 of referenco 16.) (ee fig. 3 fOr cllla l'gemen, of knocking portion.) 
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and to be burning at a rate comparable with that of the 
ga es which have just been passed through by the flame 
front. Knock of the simple autoignition type has probably 
taken place bel ween frame K- 1 and M- 10. Knock of 
t he ort that ets up Lhe detonation-wave type of vibration 
has not yet even begun in frame M- 10, however, as may be 
clearly observed by eye when the photographs arc projected 
on the screen as motion picture and a has been hown by 
the analysi of reference . 
The firsL trace of Lbe expl0 ive knock reaction, which 
causes the detonation-wave type of gas vibration, is visible 
in frame M- 11 as a whitened r egion along the lower rigb t 
edge of the frame. In frame M- 12 the whitened region has 
ex tended over the entire frame. Th whitening of frame 
M- 11 and M- 12 is cau e 1 by two factor ; first, the combu -
tion zone stop interfering with the externally upplied light 
by which the schlieren phoLographs are taken, allowing 
this light to come through to the camera uninterrupted; 
econd, the knock causes a manyfold increase in the radiation 
from the combustion product and tbi radiation it elf 
produces a whitening of the photograph. 
Th e development of th knock in frame M- 11 and M- 12 
sug(Test that the knock began at the lower right edge of the 
field of view and spread very rapidly toward the left . This 
indication wa not commented on in reference 16 because it 
was appreciated that the focal-plane- hutter effect woulel 
draw the apparen t origin of the di tlU'bance toward Lhe rigb t 
of the frame and a atisfactoryinterpreLation of frame M- 11 
and M- 12 taking into account the focal-plane- hut ter action 
of the high-speed camera had not yet been drvcloped. The 
suggestion of frame M-11 and M- 12, however, that the 
origin of the knock was at the right edge of the frame was so 
stroJ1.g that the l·evrrse conclusion has only recently been 
reached. Correctly interpreted, frames M- 11 and M- 12 
indicate that Lhe knocking distLLrbance origlnaLed near Lhe 
lrft ide of the frame or outside of the fi ld of view Lo the 
left of the frame and moved toward the right at a spced prob-
ably considerably greater than 5500 feet pel" econd, a peed 
equal to ncarly twice the peeel of OUlld in the chamber 
(about 3000 ft/sec) and fully as great it speed as sbould be 
expecled for a true detonation wave. This interpretation 
will be explained in later sections. 
Imaginary focal-plane shutter equivalent to shutter of 
NACA high-speed camera.-From a study of reference 15, 
it will be lmder tood that the NAOA high- peed motion-
picture camera utilizes one independent focal-plane butter 
for each single photograph taken by the camera. Each of 
the 372 focal-plane shutters consists of a single gla prism 
mounted alongside the mOLion-picture fum inside a roLating 
eb·um. The focal plane through which the glas prism, or 
shulters, move i not the plane of the plloto ensitive film but 
the plan e in which a primary image is formed by a stationary 
olJjective lrns. After the light has pas cd through one of the 
focal-plane shutle]" , or prisms, it proceeds through a second 
and a third stationary lens, which refocus the light Lo form a 
secondary image on the film. The glass pri ms, in ·addilion 
to the.ir function as focal-plane shutLers, also cause the 
secondary images formed on the film to move in the same 
direction and at the same speed a the film so that there is no 
appreciable relative motion between the images and th e film 
and consequen tly no appreciable blurring of the expo ure on 
the film. 
The second and third stationary lense of the camera not · 
only produce a secondary image of th e combustion chamber, 
but they also form images of the moving prisms, or fo cal-
plane shutter. The imag s of the pri ms, however, do not 
move as fast as the film but half a fa t and in the came 
direction. Their ab olute peed being half that of the film 
and in the same direction, th eir speed relative to the fi 1m is 
half the ab olute peed of the film but in the opposite 
direction, that is, in a direction away from the previously 
taken photographs toward the photograph that are yet to 
be taken. tudy of reference 15 will reveal that the width of 
the focal-plane-shutter sli t, or of the pri m unage, on the 
film is half of the frame pacing, that is, half the di tanee 
from any (Tiven point in one frame to th e same point in the 
next succeeding frame. Half of the frame spacing is approx-
imately 70 percent of the combu tion-ehamber image width 
as it appears in figme 2 and other figure of thi paper. 
Hereinafter the expression "focal-plane-shutter sli t" will 
be used a m eaning not a glas prism its If but the imag of 
a prism on the film , " fo cal-plane-shutter sli t width" will be 
used as the width of the image of the gla s prism on the 
film, and "focal-plane-shutter speed" will be under tood as 
the peed of the prism image relative to the film rather than 
the speed of the prism them elves. 
In the exposure of frames on the film, if a given point in a 
comhu tion-chamber image i located within the image of the 
corresponding gla pri m at any in tant, then tbat given 
point in the combu tion-chamber image is in the pro e s of 
expo ure at that in tant; but a oon as the motion of tbe 
prism image relative to the film causes the given point in the 
comhustion-rhambrl' image to pas out idr the glass-prism 
imll.ge tbrn the exposure is discontinued on that given point 
in the combustion-ehamber image. The image of a (Tla s 
prism on the film is therefore truly a focal-plane-shutter pht. 
A may be seen from a study of reference 15, at any in tant 
tbe trailing edge of anyone focal-plane-shutter sli t occupies 
the ame position relative to it frame on the film that the 
leading edge of another focal-plane-shutter sli t occupies on 
the next succ eding frame of the film. Consequently, as soon 
as any point within the combustion hamber ease to be 
exposed on one frame of the film , that point begin to be 
exposed on the next succeeding frame of the film. All points 
within the combustion chamber are therefore und ergoing 
exposure on one frame or another at all time: 
The shu tter arrangement shown in figure 3 bear no 
phy ical resemblance to the hutters of the high-speed camera 
buL provides the same manner of expo LU"e and can be much 
more atisfacLorily represenled schematically. Frame 
M-l0, M-l l , M-12, and M-13 from figLU"e 2 are hown 
in figure 3 witb a spaLial anangemen t differen t from that of 
figLU"e 2. In the arrangemell L of figLU"e 3, it i a umed that 
the foUl' frames are formed 01) a single stationary film by 
four stationary objective lenses arranged above the plane 
of the paper on differenL optical axes. Just above (:he film 
an opaque screen is assumed, with rectangular openings A, 
B, C, and 0; and this screen is as umed to move rapidly in 
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FIGl>RE 3.-Equh·slcnt manner of ex posure of frames in high-speed photographs. A, B, C, 
0 , rectangular slots in an opaque creen; M - l0, M -l l , M - 12, ~11 - 1 3, successive frames 
from knocking portion of figure 2. 
tll direction indicate 1, Lhus acting as a conven tional focal-
pJane hut ter. Frame M-lO i expo cd by ligh t pa sing 
through opC'ning A a tha t opening pas over the frame 
M-l 0; frame M-l1 is expo cd by lighL pa sing tbrough 
opening B; and so on . The w'idth of Lhe openinO' A, B, C, 
and 0 i approximately 70 percent of the combustion-
chamber image width, a wa Lhe ca, e in the camera_ The 
trailing dg of opening A.i in line with Lhe leading edge of 
opening B, the trailing edge of opening B in lin e with the 
leading edge of opening C, and so on. 
Derivation of formula for effect of focal- plane shutter on 
apparent speed of knock propagation.- Photograph taken 
with a focal-plane shutler of Lb e type described give a false 
indication of velocities. The relation of the fal e indicated 
velocity to th e Lrue velocity can, however, be ea i1y derived. 
Figme 4 (a) hows chematic diagrams of two ucce ive 
motion-pict UJ'e frame wif,h the focal-plane-shutter cr een in 
one position at time To and figure 4 (b) how diagrams of th e 
arne two motion-pictW'e frames at a later instant T with the 
fo cal-plane- hutLer screen in a diil'erent po iLion. The 
focal-plane- hutLer creen i considered to be moving from 
left to right with the velocity v_ A luminou ray I' pre ented 
by Lhe wide black lin e is assumed Lo be developing in each 
of the frame of figure 4 along Lhe lill e AA , making an angle a 
wiLh tho dir d ion of focal-plane~shutter movement. The 
wide black lin e shown in the frame of figures 4 (a) and 4 (b) 
llOUld be under tood to rcpre en t the light falling on the 
focal-plano- hutLer scr oen or the phoLo C'n itive film at the 
instant To and T, respecLively; these lines do noL in ev 1'y 
case rC'present the fmal record appearing on the film. At the 
in tanL To, when the focal-plane-shuLter ereen has reached 
the po iLion hown in figure 4 (a), the leading end of the 
lumiuou ray is a umed to have reached the point p in each 
of Lhe frames of figure 4 ea). Obviously Lhe point p is in the 
pro cC' of xpo ure at the in Lant To on frame 1 of figure 4 (a) 
but not on frame 2 of figur 4 (a) b cau e of interference by 
Lhe focal-plane hutter. A the later ins ant T when the 
focal-plane- hutLer creen bas r eached Lhe po ition hown in 
figure 4 (b), Lhe leading en 1 of the luminous ray i a sumed 
to have r eached the point p' in each of the frames of figure 
4 (b). At the instant T the poin t p' i in the proce of 
expo ure on frame 2 of figw'e 4 (b), but not on frame 1 of 
figure 4 (b) becau e of in Letference by the fo cal-plane hu tter. 
vt 
--., 
vt 
x 
: 
v 
- Frome 2 
(a.) 
v 
Frome /-7 
I 
). 
, ' 
, \ 
(b) 
(s) Focal-plane-shutler position at time T.. (b) Focal-plane-shutter position at time T . 
FIGURE 4.- Sehematic diagrams of foeal-plane-shuLLer aetioll. 
A certain Lime t is assumed Lo be r equired for the leadiJ.1g 
end of the luminou ray Lo make a vi ible expo ure on the 
film . It i a sumed thaL luminosity in any ga particle 
doe not devclop Lo full inien ity insLantly but d velops 
according to orne 1.U1known law after the cau aLive dis-
urbance ha pa ed through Lhat ga particle. The a -
sumed Lime t is a ftmcLion of the ul1lmown law governing the 
luminosity developmenL in a ga par ticle and also a func-
Lion of the film eDsiLiviLy. The as umpLion is made Lhat 
th Lime t i Lhe same for all gas particl _ In figure 4 (a) 
and 4 (b), a lin e XX has beC'n drawn a distance vt to the right 
of the trailu10' edge of Lhe focal-plane- hutLer slit for the 
upper frame and a imilal'ly located line YY has been drawn 
for Lhe lower frame. 
Tbe line XX, being 10caLed in the manner indicated, i tho 
effec tive trailing edge of the focal-plane-shutter lit, for 
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fram e 1 and the poin t p will therefo re b the upper-rio-ht 
,extremity of the luminou ray a photographed in frame l. 
'The mcposure of ill(' ray is cut off in frame 1 al lhe in lant 
To wh en the effect ive trailing edge of the fo cal-plane-sbutter 
li t overtakes and pa se the leading end of the luminou 
Tay at th e point p. ' imilal'ly, the line YY is tlte effect ive 
trailing edge of the focal-plane-shulU'l' lit for frame 2 and 
the point p' will then'fore be th e u per-righ t eX lremity of 
thc luminous ray a photographed in frame 2, lhe exposure of 
the ray heing cut of!' al the in tant T wh en lbe effec tive 
trailing edge of the fo cal-plane- hutter lit ovel'takes and 
passes the leading encl of the luminous ray at the point p'. 
D e igna ting 
V 
V' 
x 
W 
I1T' = w 
V 
actual velocity of ray development 
apparent velocity of ray de relopmen t (proO'ress of 
r ay developmen t between two successive frames 
as recorded pho tographically, divided by nom-
inal time between expo me of the uccessive 
frame) 
componen t of pho ographically recorded progr e 
of ray developmen L bet \\"een t",o success ive 
frames in direction of focal-plane-shutler move-
men t (Sec frame 2 in Jig. 4 (b ).) 
focal-plane-shutter li t wid th 
nomin al time b etween exposur e of uccessiv e 
frames (rec iprocal of number of frame Isec) 
I1T = T-To 
the following equations may no\\' be wl'ilten: 
w+:r w 
V= t::,T = t::,T' 
x xv 
V = t::, T co a = (w+ .1') cos a 
V' = :to 
t::,T' cos ex 
tV' 17- ---
- 1'+ 1" co a 
V' - ~ · v 
- v- V eo a 
Xl' 
W cos ex 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3 ) 
(4) 
(5) 
In the p ecial case where V and V' a re in the direction 
of th e focal-plane- hut ter movemen t, equation (4) and (5) 
become: 
_ . d-I 
'V = v+ IT' (6) 
and 
V' - v'V 
- v-V (7) 
Figure 4, from which equations (1) to (7) were derived, 
was drawn for th e special case in which tbe compon en t of the 
luminous-ray development in th e direction of the focal-plane-
shutter movemen t i in the ame ense a the focal-plane-
shutLer motion and at a lower raLe. imila!' sketche could 
be constructed for the ca es in which. the component of th 
luminous-ray developmen L in the clirccLion of the focal-plane-
butler movemen t is in Lhe oppo ite sen e Lo the focal-p lane-
shutter motion , or in the ame ense but a t a higher rale. 
Treatment of uch skeLche in a manner similar to the treat-
ment of figW'e 4 produces Lhe ame equations (1 ) lo (7) . In 
development of the equation for the ca. e in which Lhe com-
ponent of the ray development in the direction of the fo cal-
plane-shutter movement i in the sam en e a the focal-
plane-shutLer motion , but at a higher rate, it mu t be ap-
preciated that the point p and p' will be left ¥ard extremitie 
of lhe ray a xpo cd in frame 1 and 2, re pec tively, in tead 
of rightward extremities a in the ca e of figure 4 . B ecau e 
lhe leading end of t he developing ray overtake and pa. , e~ 
the effective trailing edges of the focal-plan e-shutLer sli Ls 
XX and YY , the expo ure i turned on at the point p and p' 
in tead of being cut off at tho e point a i.n figure 4. 'J 0, 
Lhe lin e YY b il1 g overtaken by the leading· nd of th de-
veloping ray befo)'e the lin e XX, h po in t p' will be far th er 
to the lef t than point p, illS cad of the revC'r e a in fi gure 4. 
The apparent veloci ty of ray devclopmen t will Lherefore b e 
in the revel' e • en e to the actual. 
In the O'eneral application of equation (1) to (7), TT hould 
be treated a negat ive if its component in t he di.rection of t he 
fo cal-plane- hut tel' movement i in the oppo ite sense to th e 
motion of t lte focal-plane h.utter. Likewi e V' hould be 
lreated a n egative if it compOllen t i in the oppo ite en e 
to the focal-plane-shutter motion. In all ca e a (s fig . 4) 
hould be treated as positive and hould be the, malleI' angle 
included between the direction of the ray. develo pment and 
lbe direc tion of th e fo cal-plane-shutLer movement. 
Experimental demonstration of focal-plane -shutter effect.-
High- peed motion pictures of ar t ificially produ cd lumi-
nosity front a rc shown in figW'e 5. The lumlllO iLy front 
for the e photoO'raph were produced with an ordinary electric 
fan. An apertW'e wa cut in a bee t-metal creen of approxi-
mately th ame sbape a Lhe vi ible portion of the combus-
tion chamber een in the frame of figill' 2 but of limen ion 
much malleI' than tbo e of th actual combu tion chamber. 
The apCl'Lure in the heet-metal (' )'een wa covel' d with 
t ranslucent Lis ue paper . Th bigh- P ed camera was 
focused on the tran lucent paper target; a proj ection lantern 
wa placed beyond the target and was fo cu cd to proj ect 
light onto the target and through the tl'an lucent pap r to 
the cam era. The ele tric fan was placed a close to the 
target a pos ible, between the target and the camera, in 
such manner that the roLation of the blade would l' pea edly 
intel'l'upt the CO Ul' e of the light from the target to the camera. 
In each of the seven h oL of figLU'e 5, tb e motion pictuTe 
hows the uncovering of the translucent paper tarO'et by tbe 
trailing edge of one of Lhe fan blades . 
The shots of figure 5 arc al'l'anged 111 the order of increasi.ng 
• fan peed up to the maximum peed used, with the fan-
blade image on the film moving in the arne direction a the 
focal-plane- hutter li t (record A to D), then in tbe orclel'-of 
decreasing fan peed from the maximum speed u cd with 
fan-blade image and focal-plane huller moving in oppo ite 
directions (record E to G). Actual linear pc d of trailing 
edge of fan blade and apparen t lineal' peed a m ea lIT'ed 
from the pho tographs arc e:x-pre eel in erms of v, which i 
th fo al-plane-shuttel' slit speed relative to the film. 
The comparison in fi.gLll'e 5 of the measured ap·parent peed 
with the actual speed reveal t hat t he two peed arc nearly 
Lhe sam e only when the actual peeds arc low in compari on 
with the focal-plane-shutter peed. ('ec reco rd A and G.) 
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Direction oT Tocol-
plane-shutter movement 
Apparent speed and 
direction of luminosity 
front 
ACTUal speed a nd 
direction oT luminosity 
front 
A 
.f "'111 O.2v (approximate) 0. 21) 
- - - '- . 
B . , I I I • • I Speed indeter minate but> O. 7v • 
c . . .... - .. Spe ed infinite Direction indeterminate 
- -------- - ..... 
... -----------
o IIIIII Speed t'ndetermina te but> V /. 3v 
, 
- ' -
E ) 1.11111 o.6v 1.3v 
;--
. I , 
F . tlllill O.4 v 0.51) 
_ L _ ._. _ 
IIIIIII G 0. ev (approxima fe) . O.Zv 
. -, i . L 1 - I ~ 
C-7764 
12-1-44 
FIO V llE 5.- Apparent I' elocity of a rtific ia ll y IJroduced luminOSity f('ont. 
For higher values of actual poed the apparent peed i 
generally bia, ed .in the direction of the fo aI-plane-shutter 
movement. (ee records B, C, E, and F.) The bia i in 
the direction oppo ite to the focal-plane-shutter movemon t, 
however, .in the ca e of record D. A th actual peed 
mcrea es from zero Lo infinity in the direction of the focal-
plane- hutter movement and then reverses and decl'oa e 
from infmity to zero in the opposite direction to the foca.l-
plane-shutter movement, the apparent peed follows Lhe 
same course but always j at a more advanced sta.ge in the 
course. The revel' al of diJ:ection at .infinite apparent speed 
occurs when the actual speed i equal to and in the same 
direction as the focal-plane-shutter peed. 
The relation b tween apparent and actual peeds shown 
by figure 5 i in agreement with equations (6) and (7). 
Knock propagation rate , case I.- In figure 3, between the 
expo ure of frames M- 11 and M- 12, the apparent IUmlno ity 
as mea ured alon 0' the line E E progressed at lea t all the way 
acros the combustion-chamber linage from right to left. 
The apparent lum.ino ity would have progr seel much far ther 
to the left than hown in frame M- 12 if the fi eld of view had 
extend d farther to the left.. The value of x in this case is 
therefore between -1.4 wand - co. Application of equation 
(2) yields a value of 3.5 v for the actual velocity of the lumi-
no ity propagation for the case of x= - 1.4 w, and a value 
eq ual to v for thr. ca e of X= - co j both actual velocities are 
in the same en e as the focal-plane-shutter movement. 
If the luminosity propagation bet.ween frames M-11 and 
M - 12 of figW'e 3 is measured along the line FF, a value be-
tween -wand - co is obtained for x and a value of 32° i 
obta.ined for a. Application of equation (2) to these values 
yields a result between co and 1.2 v for the actual veloci ty of 
lumino ity propagation and both velocities arc again in the 
arne en e a the focal-plane-shutLer movement or in the 
opposite sense to the apparent velocity. 
Wh en the photographic series of figure 2 wa taken, the 
camera drum ,va rotating at 6620 rpm. The d isLance of 
the photographic emulsion from the center of rotation of 
the drum was . 7 il1 ches, and the linear peed of the emul-
ion \Va 512 feet per econd. The focal-plane- hutter slit 
peed v r elative to the photographic emulsion was therefore 
256 feet per second. The ratio of actual combustion_ 
-- -~ 
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chamber dimension to dimensions of tbe image of the com-
bu tion chamber on tbe photographic emul ion was 2l.5: l. 
In order that the luminosi ty fron t bould have a speed of 
v=256 feet per second in the image on the film, the actual 
peed of the lumino ity front in the combust ion chamber 
must have been approximately 5500 feet per second. The 
v locily of the luminosity front a l11ea m d along lhe line 
EEinframe M-11 and M-120ffigure3wa therefore at 
least 5500 feet per second, and the velocity mea ured along 
the line FF was at least 6500 feet per econd. 
A velocity of knock propagation in exce of 5500 feet per 
econd can be deduced from J-igure 3 on a largely qualitative 
basi without reference Lo equation (1) to (7). Study of 
figw'e 3 reveals tha t frames M-10 and M-11 could be enLirely 
unafl'ecLed by the knock reaction, with frame M- 12 and 
M- 13 turned compl tely white by the knock reaction, only 
if Lhe knock reacLion cau cd alumino ity front to move across 
the field of view somewhat behind the leading edge of 
opening C (trailing edge of opening 8) and at about the same 
peed as the shutter motion. FmLher con ideraLion of the 
figme makes clear that the whitened region along the lower 
right edge of frame M-11 could have been caused by the 
luminosity front overtaking the leading edge of opening C 
(trailing edge of opening 8) hortly before the end of exposure 
of frame M-11. This explanation of the whiLening in frame 
M-11 requiTe a speed of luminosiLy front omewhat greater 
than the peed of lhe hu tLer. 
If Lhe knoch:ing distmbane had started at Lhe right edO'e 
of frame M-ll and traveled Lo th.e left with infinite p cd, 
the whitening of frame M- 12 could not have extended 
farther to the left than the whiteninO' of frame M- 11 by a 
distance greater than th Iocal-plane- butter lit width. 
With anything Ie s than an infinite peed toward the leIL, 
the whitening of frame M- 12 would have extended farther 
to the left than that of frame M- 11 by a distance Ie than 
the focal-plane-shutter lit width. The whitening of frame 
M- 12, however, actually doc extend to the left of the 
whitening in frame M- 11 by a di tance considerably greater 
Lhan the focal-plane-shutter sl iL width. Hence, a right-to-
left movement of the distmbance i precluded. 
The inten e lumino ily cau ed by the lrnocking di tmbance 
probably developed not entirely in the front of the di lur-
bance but gradually throughout a considerable di tance be-
hind lhe di turbance. Thus tbe lrnocking disturbanee had 
some blmring effect throughout most of the area of frame 
M- ll. The whitening of the edge of frame M- l1 may have 
been caused by the development of a higher pressure at lhe 
chamber wall than elsewhere upon refleetion of the knocking 
di turbance. The fairly lUliform dark appearance of the 
I'e t of frame M -11, however, and the quite uniform whileDe s 
of frame M- 12, indicate Lhat th peed of tbe knocku g 
disLmbance was at lea t as great a the shutler speed and 
in the same direction. The fact thaL the blurrulg of frame 
M- 11 becomes progressively worse from the left edge toward 
the right sLrongly support Lhe belief Lhat the knocking 
distw'bance traveled omewhat faster than the focal-plane-
shutter slit. 
H travel of the knockillg eli lm'bance in the direclion or lhe 
line EE in figure 3 is as umed, then it musL be considercd 
that t he whitening of Lhe lower right edge of frame M-l1 
wa cau ed by the high pre ure produced by refl etion of the 
shock from the chamber walls. therwise, the lwnino ity 
front pres umabl y 1 eing perpendicular to the direction of 
travel, the boundary of the lwnino ity in Irftm M- 11 should 
have rLll1. Ul a veJ'tical direction rather than along the cylinder 
wall. If travel of the eli turbance approximately along the 
line FF is a sum cd, lhe lumino ity front again beinO' pCl'pen-
clicular to the line of travel, the a umption i no longer neces-
ary that the whi Lening along the lower right edge of frame 
M- 11 i cau eel t)y the high pre sure of reflecLion. It is to be 
expected, rather, tha when the lumino ity front first began 
to overtake the ef['ect ive trailing edge of lit 8 in figme 3 it 
did so only at the lower extremity of the chamber. 
Ina much as hundreds of other high- peed photographs 
have show11 no tendency toward more rapid illumination at 
the chamber walls lhan el ewhere, travel of Lhe knocking 
disLmbance approximately along th line FF appear, to be 
the more rca onable explanation of the appearance of frame 
M- 11. Becau c the lumino ity along th line FF in this 
frame is con tinuou ly brigb Ler from the lower left toward the 
upper rigbt, the speed of the luminosity development must 
have been greater than cosv32o=1.1 v in the image on tbe 
film and greater than 6500 feet per second in the combustion 
chamber. This result check with the peed of the order of 
6500 feeL per econcl determined by okolik and Voinov 
(reference 5) and with Lhe speed that should be expected of a 
true detonation wave. 
Knoek propagation rate, ease 2.-By u e of equation (2) a 
omewhat lower propagation speed is d duced from the 
phoLograph of figmc 6 than from tbo of figlll'e 2 and 3. 
Figme 6 i Lhe same a fig me 8 of referen e 16. The com-
bu tion proce in Lhis ca e involved not only knock but 
also hot-spot ignition, or preignition. The ingle park plug 
was in posiLion E in the cylinder head and the hot pot in 
po iLion F. (ee fig. 1.) The :flame from tbe spark plug 
come in to view in frames E -1 to E -1 7 of the figme; the 
flame from the hot pot, in frames A-l to A- 17. 
Knock first app ar in figme 6 as a light blurring of the 
combu tion zone in frame N-12. In tbe n xL frame N-13, 
a number of brightly luminou spot appear n ar t,he right 
edge of Lhe frame and the area cover d by uch luminous 
spots increa e in frame N- 14, N-15, and N- 16. Frames 
N- 12 to N- 16, covering the developmen t of the luminous 
spots, are hown greatly enlarged in figm 7 for more con-
venien t study. 
ome of the luminosity in frames N- 13 and N-14 of figure 7 
appears out ide the normal field of view. The appearance 
of luminosity oulsid the field of view at Lhe time of lmoek 
has been explained in reference 16. Thi luminosity develops 
U1 gase occupying a po ket between the gla window and 
the metal of the cylinder head. Thi pocket is X6-inch thick 
and is caused by Lhe presence ofaX6-inch-thick ga keto 
The pocket i not vi ible in mo t of Lhe frame of figmes 6 
and 7 bceau the cylinder-head mface, which forms one 
wall of lhe pocket, i not aclju ted for chliel'en photography 
a i Lhe mirror on Lbe piston top. 
In lhe calculalion of Lhe peed of the knock propagation by 
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RELATION BETWEEN PARE - I GNJTIOr ENGIr E KNOCK, DETOr ATIO J WAVES, AND AUTOIGNITIOr 
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FIGURE 6.-High-speed motion pictures of knocking combustion cycle in engine cylinder showing detonation apparently not preceded by autoignition with shell·burst effect of bright 
luminous spots. Fuel, -'50 percent - I and 51) percent lIf-2; spa rk plug at top, bot spot a t bottom. (Fig. 8 of reference 16.) (See fig. 7 for en largement of knocking portion.) 
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FIG UIlE 7.- Enlarged v iew of knock developmcnt as scen in framcs N- 12 to N- 16 cf fignre 6. 
~ompari on offrame N- 13, N- 14,and N- 15 with frame N- 12 
in figure 7, the a umption i made thaL frame N- 12, had it 
expo UTe been completed an infini te timal time later than wa 
actually tbe case, would hav shown a very mall hmlinous 
pot which co uld hav be n regarded as the appar n t cen t r 
of the knocking di t LU·bance. Becau e of thi as umption, 
the valu es determined from the frame comparison will b 
minimum value only; the actual propagation rate may have 
been higher. 
Con ideration of frame N- 13 in figw-e 7 lead to Lhe con-
clusion that the center of Lhe knocking disturbance was on 
Lbe line ce, becau e the po int PI and P2 marking the ex-
tremiLi of the hmlinou region arc equidi Lant from the 
line CC and are in Lhe arne ver Liealline. (The focal-plane 
huLLer would have eq ual fal ifying effe ts on the propagation 
peeds from a po int ource to each of two limiL po int in the 
arne verLical line with each other, if equal peeels are a -
umed, regardless of the fact that Lhe point source may noL 
have been on the vertical line co nnectillg the L\'{o limi t 
poinL .) The center of the knocking disturbanc can be 
loca ed from right to left along the line CC by con ideration 
of point PI , Pz, and Pa, in frame N- 13, with the assumpLion 
that the knocking disLurbance traveled from Lhe center of 
the eli turbance Lo point Pa aL Lhe arne speed as Lo Lhe po in t 
PI and P2. For the purpo e of uch a determination Lh 
following designation will be made: 
x" component di tanc of any point Po from center of 
Imocking di turban e, mea mcd to right along line CC 
h" di tance of point Po from line CC 
cx" angle cx defuled in figme 4 for travel of knocking di turb-
mce to point Po 
V" actual velocity of motion of knocking di turbance from 
ceD ter of di Lurbance to point Po 
eli tance of ceD Ler of disLmbance from right-hand eclg of 
frame 
The followmg tabulaLion how the values of F I , V 2, and 
Va for various assumed value of (in all ca e. hl=~=0.90 w 
and ha= 0.44 w) . Value of velocity or distance IS ex-
pressed in each case a a dimen joules ratio : 
S/w X I X2 x, Q I or Q 2 a ] 1', V, I V, - or - - or -w w w (dpg) (deg) V V V 
0.00 0. 00 -0. 44 90. 0 45.0 0. 90 - 1.11 
.11 . 11 - .33 83.0 53.1 2 - . 82 
. 20 . 20 - .24 ii.S 61. 4 . i7 - .66 
.30 .30 - . \4 71. 6 72.4 .73 - . 54 
The tabulat ion how that in order for VI and V 2 to equal 
T ~3 in numerical value the cen ter of the knocking eli urbao ce 
must have bcen located at a distance of 0.11 w from the right 
edge of t he frame. The center of the di tLU"bance in each 
frame of fgLU"e 7 therefore appear to have been at the inter-
ection of linc CC and ee, the line C'C' being COD-
tructecl wi th 8 = 0.11 w. 
The peed of the knocking eli till·bance may now be com-
puted for its travel to each of the mosL advanced bright 
pot in frame N- 13, N- 14, and N- 15. In the compari OD 
of frame N- 14 ftnd N- 15 wi th frame N- 12, equation (2) 
i modified by replacing w Kith 2w anel 3w, respectively. 
Th e result of nch compu tation as compared with tho e 
of PI, P2, and P3 are hOWD in the following (a·ble: 
li n 
Speed of im age of p ee d of kn oc k 
In knock propaga- l)rOpaga tion in P oi nt Frame w w lion LO point Po co mbu st i o n 
rclath'c to v cha mbcr, (ft/sec) 
-- - ------
p, N- 13 0. 11 0. 90 0.82 4500 
PI N- 13 0. 11 .90 .82 400 
P3 N- 13 -.33 . 44 .82 4500 
p. N- 13 -. 43 .00 . 76 4200 
P' N- 14 -. 71 7 . 87 4800 
P' N- 14 -.3U I. 41 .91 5()OO 
Pl N- 15 - 1.10 . 1.1 .58 3200 
P. N- 15 -. 64 I. 79 4400 
The peed of propagation of the Imock of figLU"es 6 and 7 was 
apparently quite apprec iably lower than Lhat f figLU'e 2, 
being of the order of 4500 feet per second or one and one-
half time the p cd of onnd in the chamber in Lead of about 
Lwice the peed of olm.d a in figLU"e 2. Moreover, the 
r ult of th comp utation , how that the propagation must 
have slowed down very quickl y to the speed of sound after 
pa ing th point P4 in frame N- 13, for it peed to the point 
l 
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P7 ill fram e N- 15 was only 3200 feet per second. The peed 
of propagation might be expected to drop to the speed of 
sound some time after th disturbance passed poin t P4 in 
frame N- 13 because P4 was near the boundary of th e mo ttled 
combu tion zone as een in frame N- 12. The hock wave can 
maintain a speed greater than that of sound only if supported 
by the release of energy at the shock fron t . Inasmuch as the 
fading out of the mot tled zone has been sbown in references 
and 57 to represent tbe completion of combustion, energy 
hould not bexpected to be available for relea e in the hock 
fron t after that front pas es out of the mottled zone. The 
deceleration of the disturban ce in the general direction of 
points P4 and P7 is fur ther indicated by the fact that the mo t-
tled combu tion zon e visible just above the cen ter of the 
frame neal' th e left ide does not disappear un til about frame 
N- 16. 
Knock propagation rate, case 3.- Very few high-speed 
photograph have been obtained in which the center of the 
knocking di turbance could be loca ted in the mann er used 
in the analysi of fig- m e 7. In that analysi tb e as ump tion 
wa made that frame N- 12, bad it been expo ed only very 
lightly later than it wa , would have hown a very small 
2. 3 4 5 7 8 9 
luminou spot that could have been r egarded as the apparent. 
cen tel' of the knocking disturbance. This assumption 
app eared r easonable in that cs. e because the bluning of the 
mottled combustion zone, which precede the development of 
the luminosity, was well developed in frame N- 12 of figure 7. 
This a umption is no t r eason able, however, in the ca e of 
the knock tbat developed between frames G- ll and G- 12 
of figure 8, shown greatly enlarged in figm e 9, because the 
blwTing of the mo ttled zon e had no t even begun to develop 
durin g Lhe exposure of any par t of frame G- 11 . Although 
a luminous r egion appears in the lower righ t-band area of 
frame G- 12, it is likely that this luminosity began to develop 
an appreciable time aHer th e beginning of exposure of the 
area in frame G- 12. 
Figure , which is the same as figm e 7 of r eference 7 r 
shows a clear view of autoigni ting end gas in frames G- 1 to 
G- 11 . A it does not seem pos ible to determine the cen tel' 
of the Imocking disturbance in frame G- 12 by the method 
used in th e analysi of figure 7, the center of t.he disturbance 
will be a umed for th e pm'pose of the present analysis to 
have been located at the center of the autoigniting end gas 
vi ible In frames (;- 1 to G- 11. Ina much as the entire 
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FIG URE .-High·speed motion pictures of knocking combustion cycle in engine cylinder showin g detonation preceded by diffuse autoigni tion . ::V[-2 fuel; four spark plugs. (Fig. 
7 of reference 7.) (Sec fig. 9 for enlargement of knocking portion.) 
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FIGURE 9.-Enlarged view of knock development 8S seen in frames G-l0 to G-1 3 of figure . 
mottled combustion zone of ham G- ll appear quite haJ'ply 
defined, the blurrino- of th combu tion zone in frame G- 12 
will be u ed as the eriterion a to \.\·hethN the knocking 
di tmbance pa ed any particular point dw- ing the expo ure 
of frame G- 12. 
Points P9, PIO, and PII of frame G- 12 may be regarded as 
approximate limits of the bIw· of the combustion zone fiS 
the e points appear only slightly blurred. Poin t P12, on lbe 
other hand, is obviou ly noL a limit of tbe patial extent of 
t he bluni.ng but i simply the arbitrary limit of lhe field of 
-view, ina much as the blurring of this point i very marked. 
The peed of the knock propagation to the three poinl 
regarded a limi ts of the knocking blur bave been computed 
with eq uation (2) as folltws: 
Speed of image of Speed of knock 
Point knock propaga· propagation in lion to pOint Po comb u s tion 
rclative to v ehamber,(ft/see) 
P' 
I 
1. 27 6900 
PIO . 98 5400 
PH .96 5200 
To tbe Lhree widely separated points hat may b r garded 
a approximately markin g the patial limiL of the blur in 
frame G- 12, the propagation peed of the l,nocking dis-
tw-bance appears to have b en approximately twice the 
peed of so und. Th.i deLermination involve the assump-
tion that blw-ring began at the cen t('r of the di t urban ce 
immediately after t he expo ure of that eenterin fram G- ll 
and the values are th er [ore minimum limit . Th e fact that 
frame G-12 i progre ively more blurred and more luminou 
from the left to the rio-b l indicate that the actual speed of 
the lmock propagation wa COIl iderably above til value 
<;alculated for poin t PIO and PII. 
The Imock propagation main tained a speed about twice 
that of ound all (",he way to poinL pg and PJO, in con trast to 
t h ca e of figure 7 where th propagation lowed lown to 
about the speed of ound in it cow· e to the point P7. The 
.entire course from tbe knock center to the poin t pg and PIO 
lay within the mottled combu tion zone and there hould 
co nseq uently have been unrelea ed chemical energy avail-
able tbroughout the entire cour e to upport the propagat,ion 
of the cletonation wave. The travel at Lhe higher speed to 
the poin t P9 and PIO wa probably for that r ea 011. 
Knock propagation rate , case 4.- Figure 10, a reproduction 
of figlu·e 11 of reference 9, is t he shot previou 1y referred to 
in which autoigniLion tarted a t varioLls point center scat-
Lered throughout the end ga and lowly p rearl out in all 
directions from each of those poin t cen ter until it filled the 
end zone. (ce frame F- 13 to G-l0.) Frame G-l0 to 
G-13 of figure 10 are shown greatly enlar:red in figure II. 
The beginning of the knocking blur is probably just eli cern-
ible in. frame G- l 0 of figul' 11 . In frame G- ll the blur has 
pread over Lhe entire combu tion zone and the poin t P13, 
Pa, and PI5 locaL the angle of a roughly trian slliar brigb t 
luminou region in the same frame. olvin g COl" equal speed 
of propagat ion of th e luminosity to the po int P13, P14, and PIS 
locate the cC'nLer of the knocking disturban 'e at the inter-
ection of lin e CC and C'C' with S = 0.44 wand propagation 
peed of abo ut 2640 feet per econd. A in the previou 
a e , the value of 2640 feet per sC'cond i a minimum value 
only and may bo below the true value. That the true value 
actually i omewhat higher is indicated by th comput.ation 
[or the poin t PI G in frame G-12. With the k nock center 
determin ed from frame G- ll, the calculated propagation 
speed to the po in t PI6 is 3020 fe et per second. The error 
cau ed by the un certainty as to the ill tant or tar t of the 
knocking eli turbance i a ma1ter percen tao-e of th" t.rue 
peed in the compariso n of frame G- 12 with frame G-l0 
than in the ca e of comparison of aclj acen t frame . 
The error caused by uncertainty as to time of the beginning 
of the knockin g eli tmbance affects the value of as well as 
the speed of the disturbance . If the a sumption is madc that 
the eli turban ce began too late by a time in t(,l"val t' , dming 
which the fo cal-plan hutter moved a di Lan c l , to cau e 
even a very mallillminou pot on fram e G- lO of fi gure 11 , 
then value of and of l may be found that will give equal 
l 
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F'G UnE ' O.- Iligh-speed motion pictures or knocking combustion cycle in <'ngine cylinder showing detonation preccd~d by pin-point . utoignition. S- I fu el Ilu 200 ml amyl nitrate pcr 
gallon; two spa rk plugs. (Fig. II of reference 9.) (See fig . 'I for en la rgement of knockin~ portion.) 
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F'GURE ll.-E nlnrged view of knock development as en in frames G- l 0 to G- 13 of figure 10. 
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speeds of the disturban ce from its center to points P13, P14, PIS, 
and P16. For thi purpo e t.he following equation will be 
used: 
v- xv 
- (w+x-l) co IX ( ) 
v- xv 
- (2w+x-l) co IX (9) 
equaLion ( ) for point in [ram . G- 11 and quaLion (9) for 
the point in frame G-12. Equal peed to the POillLs P13, 
P14, PIS, and PI6 arc obtained with S = 0.50w and l= 0.36w. 
The speed of knocking di t ur bance obtain ed is 3630 feet er 
second, which is probably more accurate Lhan eiLh er th e 
value of 2640 feet per econd 01' 3020 feet per second. Th 
sp cd of the knock disturbance' of figure 10 and 11 appears 
to be only of the order of Lhe s ed of sound in Lhe chamLer. 
Knock propagation rate , case 5.- Another photograph 
2 3 4 5 
A 
8 
c 
showing a knock propagation rate of the lower ord r is seen 
in figure 12, a reproducticln of figure 10 of r ference 7. A 
was explained in reference 7, the camera wa run in reverse 
for the taking of till shot and, inasmuch a the individual 
frame are hown in the order in which they were taken, the 
frame are invert d and rever ed from right to left relative to 
their appearance in the other figmes. The focal-plane- hutter 
motion, howcyer, was still in the direction from left to right 
a een in the figu re, or in the direction from the previou ly 
tal\: n frame toward the frame yet to be Laken. 
The speed of Lhe knock propagation can be determined 
very much more posi t ively and simply in the case of figure 
12 than with any of the oth I' figure. Frame C-3 0 C-7 
of this figure arc shown enlarged in figur ] 3. Frame C-3 
shows no cvidence of knock, frame C- 4 hows a well-defined 
luminoll r egion of approximately circular shape that extends 
upward Lo a COll iderably higher level in frame C- 5, and 
frame C-6 how a luminou pot ju t beginning to develop 
6 7 8 9 10 
LMAL 
2 528 4 
:FIGURE 12.-H igb-speed motion pictures of part of knocking combustion cycl in engine cy linde;· howing detonation a lt r nam~ fronts bad traversed a ll Visible perts of combustion chamber 
111- 1 fuel; four spark plugs. (}' ig. 10 of refcrence 7. ) (See fig. 13 for enlargement of knocking portion.) 
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FIGlJHE 13.-Enlarged view Qf knock development as seen in frames C-3 to C 7 of figure 12. 
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at the point P19. A vertical line DD ha been drawn tbrouo-h 
the point PIO in frame C- 6 and similar lin e DD have been 
drawn through frames C- 4 and C-5, in each case at the ame 
distance from tbe right-hand edge of the frame as in frame 
C- 6. In frames C- 4 and C-5 the points PI7 and PIS have be n 
elected on the line D D and at the boundary of he bhuTed 
luminou r egion. As seen in the figure, a traight line E E 
can be drawn through he point P17, PI , and P19; the peed 
of propagation was therefore the ame between frame C- 4 
and C- 5 a between frames C- 5 and C- 6. The points Pl7, 
PIS, and PI9 all being at the ame di tance from the r igh t-
hand edge of the frame, the actual speed of propagat ion 
along tbe line D D wa equal to the apparent speed and is 
calculated to be 3400 feet per second, only of the order of 
the peed of ow)d in the chamber. (When a=900, eq uation 
(2) i indeterminate bu equation (4) may be derived inde-
penden tly in th form 17= V' for this pecial ca e.) The 
true diJ."ecLion of travel of the knocking di turbance po ibly 
made a ligh t ano-Ie with the line DD in figure 13, in which 
ca l,he true peed of propagat ion of the distLu·bance would 
have b en somewhat Ies than Lhe s ccd mea w·cd long the 
line DD .. Th fact that the circle of lumino ity in frame 
C- 4 doc noL extend en tirely Lo either tbe right or Lhe left 
edge of Lb e frame i clear evidence thaL Lhe propagation rate 
was far below v in the image and therefore far below 5500 
feet per econd in tbe combu tion chamber. nder thi 
condiLion the origin of the knocking di turbance was nee -
arily wiLhin the blurred luminou cirele of frame C- 4; 
consequently, reetilinear travel of t he di t urban ce from the 
cen ter Lo the point PI9 ould not have been at an angle greater 
than about 18° to the line DD and the true propao-ation 
speed co uld no t have been Ie than 3400 cos 1 ° or about 
3250 feet per second. The value of 3400 feet per second and 
3250 feet per econd ill this case are not minimum values. 
The pl'opao-ation speed of the Imocking di turbance as indi-
cated by tbe development of the bllll"redluminous zon wa 
definitely between these two peed. 
CORRELATION OF RES LT 
Two of the determination from the NAOA photographs 
have hown propagation peed for the knocking di turbance 
in e rce of 5500 feet per econd, one ha shown aped of 
the order of 4500 feet per e ond, and two have hown speed 
omewhat over 3000 feet per econd. The two determinations 
of 5500 feet per second are definitely minimum peeds, 
whereas one of the lower determination e tabli hed defini te 
upper and lower limit of 3400 feet per second and 3250 feet 
per econd . The discrepan cy beLwcen these determination i 
approximately 2 : 1, bu t the difference nevertheless appears 
to be real. Ob ervation of hundred of hots a motion pic-
ture proj ected on a creen at the rate of 16 frame per econd 
ha reveal d that extreme variation in knock-propagation 
rate actually does exist. WiLh violen t lmock uch a 
that of figure 2 the explosive kno ck reaction appears quite 
in tantaneou , enti.rely too fa t Lo b followed by eye . On 
the oth r han 1, knock has b en ob tained, in a large autoig-
nited end zone, 0 light that no ga vibrations are apparent. 
In thi ca e tbe propagaLion of the explo iye knock reaction 
through the burning ga e can be ea ily followed by eye and 
its peed appears to be even somewhat lower than 3000 fee~ 
per second. Unfortunately, this very low traveling knock 
disturbance i 0 diffuse that its boundaries cannot be ob-
erved in examination of individual frame, although the 
patially progre sive r eaction is ob erved unmi takably in 
the integrated effect of numerous successive frames provided 
by the mo tion-picture projector. 
The propao-ation speeds in exce s of 5500 feet per econd 
are of the correct order to be regarded as detonation waves 
and are in agreement with the previously mentioned 1"e ults 
of okolik and Voinov (reference 5). A detonation wave, 
however, hould be expected to have lower propagation 
peeds as the energy reI a ed in the wave fron t i diminished. 
The propagation peed ranging down to the speed of sound 
may thu be explained on the ba is of detonation wave 
tra veling through ga e which have already relea ed the 
greater part of their chemical energy and which therefore 
have little enero-y left to uppor t a detonation wav. The 
peed of the dctonation wave would be reduced a a function 
of the amount of energy relea ed by au toignition or by after-
burning before Lhe detonaLion waye wa cL up . 
Knock propagation at speeds below the peed of sound 
could no t be explained on the ba i of detonaLion wave . 
Though the mean spc d of ound in the chamber j about 
3000 feet per second after combustion is compI te (reference 
), the speed of ound in the end gas just aHer the detona-
tion wave ha pa ed may be considerably below thi value 
for three rea on : First, the temperature of the later-
burned part of the charge i well Imown to be lower than 
that in the earli er-burn ed parts of the charge becau e of 
a liabatic compre ion of Lhe earlier-burned parL by the 
later-burned parL (reference 67 and 6 ); econd, because 
ome stages of the burning may be completed a few micro-
seconds after the fron t of the detonation wave ha pas ed 
throuo-h the ga in tead of immediately behind the wave 
front; and, third, becau e the Imock reaction is lmown to 
render a part of the chemical energy unavailable, probably 
becau e of liberation of free carbon (refer nce 66). In-
tances of peed of knock propagation omewhat below 
3000 feet per econd would therefore be entirely com-
patible with the combined autoignition and detonation-w·ave 
theory. They would no t be compatible with the imple 
autoignition theory becau e this theory call for imultaneo us 
ignition of end gas rather than a high speed of flame prop-
uo-a ion. The variable propagation rates are not com-
patible with the imple detonation-wave theory, that i , 
wi th a theory ind pendent of predetonation end-ga reaction, 
becau e Llch variable rate req ULre variable concentration 
of avaLlable energy explainable only by predeto nation 
("eaction in the end gas. 
CONCLUSIO S 
tudy of tb. available literature concerning spark-ignition 
engin e lmock has led to the ugge tion of a ombinecL auto-
ignition and detonation-wave theory according to which: 
1. Knock of a comparatively low pitch may be caused by 
simple autoignition of end ga at a rate too low_to produce 
audible ga vibration. 
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2. Knock involving both 10\V- and high-pitched tone may 
be ca u rel by autoignit ion followed by the development of a 
d eto nation wave in the autoignitecl gases. 
3. Knock of bigll pitch may bc cau eel by a detonation 
wave in afterburning gase behind th e flame front. Thi 
detonation wave, having originated in the afterburning ga es 
behind the flame front, may al 0 pass through unignited end 
ga . 
Application of a formula derived from an analysis of th e 
focal-plane-,;hutter effect of the NACA bigh- peed camera to 
five hot or knocking combustion taken with that camera 
tead to the followin g conclusions concerning the explosive 
knock reaction, which is the cause of knocking ga vibration 
as ee n in tl lC photograpbs: 
(a) The explosiv knock reaction is actually a self-
propagating disturbance traveling through the la t parts of 
tbe ga to burn. 
(b) The speed of the explosive kno ck reaction ranges from 
about the speed of ound in the combu tion chamber to 
approximat!'ly twice the speed of so und. 
(c) The speed range of tbe explosiye knocl\: reaction i 
compatible with the propo ed combined autoignition and 
detonation-wave theory but not with either of the imple 
theo!"i of autoignition or detonation of tbe end ga . 
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4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D Diameter p Power, absolute coefficient Op= ~D6 p Geometric pitch pn 
plD Pitch ratio ~vs V' Inflow velocity O. Speed-power coefficient= ~n2
V. Slipstream velocity 1/ Efficiency 
T Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ~4 n Revolutions per second, rps pn 
Effective helix angle=tan-l(2~n) Q Torque, absolute coefficient O(J= 1.vs <I> pn 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb/sec 
1 metric horsepower=0.9863 hp 
] mph=0.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
1 Ib=0.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 Ib 
1 mi= 1,609.35 m=5,280 It 
1 m=3.2808 ft 
